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New campus construction underway
Bridge across 1-81 scheduled
for completion in October
by Karen McLaughlin
senior writer
JMU students could sec that the
summer months allowed for much
more than routine maintenance as
they arrived on campus this year.
The most visible projects of the
past few months include the
continuing construction of the bridge
crossing Interstate 81. as well as the
first academic building for the
College of Integrated Science and
Technology and the new university
recreation center, both located across
the highway.
This summer was very busy for
JMU Facilities Management,
according to Director Jim Auckland.
"There are really a lot of things that
have been going on," he said.
_General contractor Nielsen
Construction Co. of Harrisonburg
continues to work on the foundation
for the first CISAT academic
building, expected to be completed in
February 1997. It will house the
ISAT and computer science
programs.
Virginia voters approved funds to
construct this $15.3 million building
in the 1992 General Obligation bond
issue.
The building will be 90,000
square feet, comparable in size to
Zane Showker Hall. It will include
15 classrooms, nine laboratories, a
lecture hall and 60 faculty offices.
"We think this will be a state-ofthe-art laboratory building for our
students," said CISAT Provost

Jackson Ramsey, pleased with the
progress of the construction to this
point.
Auckland said the project requires
a great amount of foundation
preparation
because
of
inconsistencies in the soil and the
possibility of sink holes.
"Until the foundation preparation
is completed, you won't see anything
coming up out of the ground," he
said.
Donald Cosgrove, facilities
planning director, said although the
preparation is requiring more time,
this may not affect the completion
date.
"It is quite a little behind
schedule, but at this point, it's so
early in the project, it is really hard to
know," Cosgrove said. "... The time
could be made up later on," he said.
In addition to the construction of
the first building and infrastructure,
the plans for other projects within the
college are in preliminary stages.
The building's infrastructure
includes roads, utilities and selection
of landscape arouncUhe site.
Preliminary documents for the
second academic building are being
reviewed by state officials in
Richmond, Cosgrove said. The
building along with the infrastructure
is expectad to be ready in 1999 and
will cost $39.5 million.
Other documents for the CISAT
phase I residence hall, to be ready
sometime between 1998 and 1999,
are also being reviewed in

JEFF CLAHVL/contribuung phtvographei

The new student activities building, located across 1-81, will Include facilities for basketball, running,
swimming, racquetball and aerobics. The structure Is scheduled to open in the fall of 1996.
Richmond, Cosgrove said. This
residence facility will house about
425 students and cost about $11.8
million.
Preliminaries for a student
services building, scheduled for
completion between 1998 and 1999,
will also follow this review process.
The building is expected to cost
about $7.8 million.
Construction funds for the
residence hall and student services

building have been approved,
however Cosgrove said he is still
waiting from the state to get the
approval on construction funds for
the next academic building and
infrastructure.
The residence hall and the student
services building will be funded by
money JMU raises, mainly through
student user fees, according to a
press release.
"It will be wonderful to get

funding and have four or five
buildings going up over there, but
right now we've just got the first,"
Cosgrove said. "You have to start
with one step."
While some projects are in the
beginning stages, Auckland said the
bridge crossing Interstate 81,
designed and funded by the Virginia
Department of Transportation
see CONSTRUCTION page 2

JMU hitstop-20 in Money poll
by Cristie Breen
news editor
JMU has made it to the top among Virginia colleges
and is among the top 20 higher education institutions in
the country, according to Money Guide's "Best College
Buys Now."
In the comprehensive investigation and ranking of
colleges nationwide, the editors of Money Magazine
ranked JMU 18th in the country for best buys for the
education dollar. JMU came in first among Virginia
colleges.
Last year, JMU ranked 38th in the country and fourth
in the state.
This year's ranking is JMU's highest ever, according to
Fred Hilton, director of Media Relations.
Each year, Money Guide rates colleges and universities
around the country based on education quality and tuition
and fees.
A few aspects the magazine analyzes include
admissions requirements, library resources, graduation
rates and the default ratio on student loans.
According to a press release, JMU has been on
Money's list for the last five years. On the national
listings, JMU ranked 37th in 1993, 54th in 1992 and 51st
in 1991.
Fluctuations in tuition and budget cuts are among the

factors that can influence where a school ranks on the
Money listing, according to the Sept. 30, 1993 issue of
The Breeze.
JMU President Ronald Carrier said he was pleased at
JMU's placement in the rankings.
"It's nice to be recognized in Money Magazine" he
said.
"We've always said that we give good value, and it's a
good indicator in comparison to other colleges. The real
test is in the curriculum and the students," Carrier said.
Hilton said he was glad to hear that "we've hit the top
20."
"I think any of these recognitions help the university,"
he said. "JMU is consistently ranked so high in so many
of the ratings. It shows that the faculty of JMU is doing an
excellent job, and we have a superb student body."
Hilton speculated that the rise in rank may attract more
future college students to JMU. "I would imagine [JMU's
rise in rank] would help applications and help student
enrollment," he said.
University Center director Randy Mitchell said he
thought the rise in ranking reflected the improvements
JMU has been making lately.
"The outside world sees us as doing great things,"
Mitchell said.
see POLL page 2

see UNDERAGE page
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(VDOT) is likely to be completed by
October. The project required a great
amount of coordination between
contractors and VDOT because
Nielsen Construction Co. is
completing access roads to the bridge
on both sides.
The west side of the bridge,
located in the Village area, will be
the first side completed, according to
Auckland. "Our goal is to finish the
entry up to the bridge which would
also include parking areas," he said.
The lots will provide parking spaces
similar in number to those present in
the Village area before the
construction.
The 140,000-square-foot new
university recreation center is another
project under way across Interstate
81.
The $15 million building is 40
percent complete and expected to be
finished in June 1996, Cosgrove said.
Revenue bonds, primarily paid
through student construction fees, are
financing the building.
The new building will include a
gymnasium with four basketball
courts and a suspended indoor
running track, multi-activity center,
eight racquetball courts, aerobics
studio, fitness assessment area,
swimming pool, spa, 22-person
sauna, fitness center and martia4 arts
room. Associate Director of
Recreation Eric Nickel said.
Tj|n addition, the facility will house
a meeting room, first aid room, pro
shop, central atrium area and
university recreation offices.
Students will also be able to check
out sports equipment and rent other
items from an outing center. An
artificial turf playing field will be

located behind the building as well.
The new center will offer more
recreational options to students. "We
think the best thing about it is it will
allow students to work out at their
own schedule," Nickel said. "...
There is a lot more opportunity to let
students try different things."
The building is almost totally
enclosed at this point, with the walls
and roof almost complete.
This stage "is where we want to
be going into the winter time."
Auckland said
He expects it to open at the
beginning of the next school year.
While much of the work done
over the summer won't be enjoyed
until future years, facilities
management made some renovations
to existing buildings in time for the
new academic year.
During the summer months, a
significant amount of electrical work
was completed in the Village
residence halls, Auckland said.
Main building distribution lines
replaced high-voltage electrical lines,
providing improved electrical
reliability and additional electrical
capacity.
The continuation of this project is
now visible at Godwin Hall, where
the adjacent field is being excavated,
Auckland said. In the next year, the
work will be extended to the
Lakeside area.
The heating systems in these areas
will also receive attention over the
next year, as plans include replacing
the current boilers.
"The higher efficiency should
provide more optimum costs for us,
better reliability for the students and
eventually lower costs," Auckland
said.
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ANGELA TEKM/graphics editor

Along with the renovations to
improve on-campus living, lines five
and six of D-hall received new
ceilings, lighting and floor coverings
as well as upgraded air conditioning
this summer.
Renovations continuing over the
next two summers will include both—.
improving mechanical necessities inj |
D-hall and the ambiance of the
dining rooms, Cosgrove said.
A three-year renovation project in
Bluestone residence halls Ashby,

Cleveland, Converse and Spotswood
will begin in the summer of 1996, he
said. Elevators and handicap
accessibility will be included in the
improvements.
A new facilities management
building went out to bid yesterday.
Cosgrove said. Construction for the
building, to be located behind
Anthony-Seeger Hall between
Patterson Street and Grace Street,
would begin in August 1995 and
continue for 18 months.

Underage.

Poll
continued from page 1

Senior Kim Burkard said she was
glad JMU was getting national
attention from the magazine.
"JMU is making a name for
itself," she said.
"We're a really well-rounded
college."
According to a press release, there
were seven Virginia colleges ranked
on the Money Guide list.
University of Virginia ranked
second in the state, at 26.
Other Virginia colleges in the
listing included: Mary Washington

College, 28; Washington and Lee
University, 33; Emory and Henry
College, 42; William and Mary, 50
and Virginia Tech, 78, according to
the press release.
Washington and Lee and Emory
and Henry are private institutions;
UVa., Mary Washington, William &
Mary and Virginia Tech are public
schools.
Money Guide also ranked the top
colleges according to geographic
region.
JMU ranked fourth in the MidAtlantic region.

JMU's rankings in
Money Guide's
'Best College
Buys Now'
1995: 18
1994: 38
1993: 37
1992: 54

continued from page 1
students. . . . This is a campus-wide
problem."

Several of the incidents over the
weekend involved fraternity parties,
where fraternity members allegedly
failed to card underage drinkers.
"We need the cooperation of the
Greeks to card people ... as well as
students to take the initiative,"
Haveson said.
Alpha Kappa Lambda President
Ryan Powers said the fraternities set
lists to prevent a "mad rush" of
people at parties, and people are
marked with an L' for legal or an
'M' for minor once they get to the
door to prevent underage drinking.
"The people at the taps know who is
underage [so they won't serve to
them]," he said.
Sigma Chi President Brian Burke
said underage drinking is a problem
all over campus, and the issue is
being addressed by Greek life.
"We're taking many more steps
this year," Burke said, such as the
possibility of speakers on the topic
and an alcohol awareness week in the
spring semester.
Junior Matthew Sturtevant, a
resident adviser in Eagle Hall, said,
"RAs do all they can, but there is
only so much we can do. . . . We
have programs to raise the
consciousness about drinking and
programs to raise awareness."
He added that there's only so much
the university can do as far as
distributing information and
educating students. The final solution
lies in the students' own initiative.
Senior Monique Simmons, an RA

in Cleveland Hall, said the staffs in
Cleveland and Spotswood halls have
programs to give residents
alternatives to alcohol parties.
"We alert them to the dangers and
try to give them other options," she
said.
At the first hall meetings of the
year, RAs warn the freshman
residents about fraternity parties.
Simmons said. RAs remind residents
they are under 21 and ultimately alert
them to be cautious and know exactly
what can happen at the parties,
advising them to go into the
situations with open eyes.
Junior Katherine Teasdale,
Cleveland Hall director, said, "When
we had our first hall meetings, I
brought up safety concerns that I
thought were important."
Simmons said fraternity members
often help freshman residents move
in and leave information about
parties. RAs try to warn the residents
of the dangers of fraternity parties
and to be cautious.
Teasdale said fraternity parties are
not the only dangers residents are
warned about because they are but
one source of alcohol on campus and
in town.
In regards to fraternity brothers
passing out fliers for parties,
Teasdale said policy forbids any type
of solicitation. Anyone caught
soliciting in the dorm is asked to
leave.
However, fraternity members are
not specifically targeted for handing
out party fliers, she said.
— Becky Mulligan contributed to
title article

'
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Updated JAC cards set for distribution
by Ben Dalbcy
staff writer
Through a new relationship with MCI long distance, JMU is
replacing every student and faculty member's JAC card.
During the last week of September, faculty and students will
cycle through Warren University Center's Highlands Room in a
massive re-carding effort, according to Campus Card Center
Manager Becky Hinkle.
Hinkle said all students and faculty will need to come to the
Highlands Room sometime between 8 a.m. and 7 p.m. Sept. 2529 to get a new card.
To allow recipients to make the change at their convenience,
there is no schedule for who should come when, she said.
She said the major benefit of the new cards, which have
already been issued to this year's freshmen, will be a digital
video imaging system.
With the video system, digital pictures of every student will
be stored on a database accessible to card center employees,
professors and campus police.
Hinkle said the new system will make replacing lost cards
easier by allowing card center employees to call up students'
photographs on the computer, eliminating the need to retake their
picture. The old computerized picture will be reused on the new
card.
"It's just a better way of keeping track of who's here," she
said.

The video database can also be used by professors to create
student rosters, and campus police will also be able to use the
system, she added.
Public Safety Director Alan MacNutt said the photo database
will not allow the department to do anything it can't do already,
but it will make the job easier.
One possible application of the system might be a fast way to
obtain a photo of a missing person by accessing the database, he
said.
Hinkle said in addition to the technological changes, the new
cards are changed aesthetically.
The cards are more attractive than the current models, she
said. The revised JAC cards feature a Duke Dog icon for students
and an image of the Wilson Hall cupola for faculty. •
The new card* will be free to students who still have their old
cards, and both versions will work until the second semester
when the old cards will become invalid, she said.
The cards are being distributed through a promotion by
CampusMCI that allows JMU to institute the system without
having to pay for the equipment.
'It's not coming out of anv student dollars," Hinkle said.

)nuru

MELISSA PALLADINO/<mr photo editor

CampusMCI representative Tony Gerhardt assists Junior transfer student Charles Reynolds In receiving his new
JAC card Tuesday In the Highlands Room. In the coming weeks, all students and faculty will get new cards.
CampusMCI is a division of MCI established to bring the
long distance company to cellege campuses throughout the
country.
Lisa Gathright, CampusMCI's state sales manager for
Virginia, said JMU is one of many schools nationwide instituting
the system, joining fellow state schools Virginia Commonwealth
University, Old Dominion University and Mary Washington
College.
MCI Technical Consultant Tony Gerhardt came from his
Richmond office to help with JMU's transition.
He said in addition to the benefit of having everyone's picture
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Hospital emergency room from Hillside Hall at
12:07 a.m. Aug. 28.
The student was referred judicially for
underage ccnsumptkxi.

by David Hurt
polk
Campus poke report the following:

Mutual Aid Assist

Alcohol Policy Violation

• Campus police officers responded to a
request from Harrisonburg Police Department to
assist two HPD officers unoer assault at Carrtretl
Avenue and Reservoir Street at 1:58 a.m. Aug.
27.
The two '
sust
int. Neither the
campus pi
ubjects received

• Officers reportedly observed a keg at the Pi
Kappa Phi fraternity house with two underage
brothers present at 12:15 a.m, Aug. 26.
The keg reportedly was registered to another
fraternity brother.
Officers reportedly confiscated the keg.

All subjects were

nested.

Rollerblade Accident
• A student reportedly lost control while
rollerblading downhill on the Village double
sidewalk, running Into the side of a parked van at
9:29 p.m. Aug. 26.
The rolleitilader received a minor cut to his
teg. Damage to the van was estimated at $300.

Gas Leak
• Construction crews reportedly hit a gas line
with a backhoe between White and Weaver halls,
causing a gas leak at 1:07 a.m. Aug. 23,
Nearby buildings were evacuated until the
leak was capped and buildings were declared
safe.
Alcohol Emergency
• A student reportedly was transported by the
rescue squad to the Rockingham Memorial

Unauthorized
Violation

Party/Alcohol

• Officers reportedly cleared a parly at the Sigma
Pi fraternity house which allegedly involved more
than 25 non-members and many fraternity
brothers at 1225 a.m. Aug. 28.
A 19-year-old male reportedly was observed
drawing and holding a cup of beer from a keg.
Two lull kegs, one half-fuH keg and one tap
reportedlywere present, all untagged- No one
would daim to.have secured the kegs, which b
an AlcohoSc Beverage Control violation, and no
one was controlling access to the kegs. Officers
reportedly confiscated and secured the kegs.
Charges are pending and an investigation
continues,
• Fraternity members reportedly cooperated with
police officers to clear an unauthorized party in
the Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity house at 12:05
a.m. Aug. 28.
The party reportedly involved more than 25
see POLICE tOQ yage'10

on computer, the new cards are more tamper-resistant.
Instead of the current three-piece lamination, Gerhardt said
the new cards are composed of a single heat-laminated
component.
Gerhardt said while things might be hectic for what he called
JMU's "mass carding event," it will not compare to his task at
ODU. Next week he will help to provide 35,000 new ID cards
within two weeks at ODU, compared to the 9,000 which still
need to be processed here.
see JAC page 10

On-campus summer program
eases transition to coiiege
by Suzanne Compton
staff writer
As freshmen settle into the 'Burg, a group of
"super freshmen" are ahead of the pack in
making the transition to college life, according
to freshman Tiffany Wilson.
The Virginia Student Transition Program
gives freshmen a head start in familiarizing
themselves with the JMU campus and college
life. The summer transition program provides
class instruction and workshops to better
prepare students.
Tatia Daniels, assistant director for the
Center of Multicultural Student Services,
served as this summer's transition program
director.
"The program serves as a bridge for a select
group of students," Daniels said. "The program
is geared to those students who did not receive
as full an academic preparation in high school
as others."
This program enables participants to start at
the same academic level as other students when
they enter as freshmen, Daniels said.
For example, different high schools have a
wide range of available resources, materials,
academic class offerings and technology,
Daniels said. High schools in northern Virginia
have a higher tax base and more resources to
offer students in comparison to high schools in
southwest Virginia, she said.
Daniels said it is an integrated program that
gives special support to help students prepare
for college.
,
' ...Byron Bullock, associate, Ace .jrejtftetf flf.v

student affairs, said the transition program
began in 1983 after a report by the Office of
Civil Rights. The Department of Education
increased funds for students with the potential
for success in college.
Daniels said the program is co-funded by the
State Council of Higher Education for Virginia
and JMU. SCHEV funds two-thirds of the
program and JMU funds one-third. The only
cost to students is an activity fee of less than
$100. The students also receive an average
$200 stipend during the program.
Bullock said, "The six-week program is held
during the summer session. All of the students
take English 101, and depending on math
placement scores, they take math or History
101."
According to Daniels, when students are not
in class, they attend workshops and learn about
resources and programs JMU offers
Workshops dealing with study skills, testtaking, career services, public safety, financial
aid, residence life, dining services, motivation,
self-esteem, drugs and alcohol, and time
management were also some of the topics
covered.
Freshmen Jennifer Griffins and Chris Carter
said the workshop dealing with drugs and
alcohol was beneficial because it dealt with the
realities of drugs and alcohol and alternatives.
The workshop was taught by Rand\
Haveson. JMU's substance abuse counselor
"My purpose is to educate these students about
the trends of drugs and alcohol on the JMl
;.i
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GRAND PRIZE: MOUNTAIN BIKE
(courtesy of Cool Breeze Cyclery & Fitness)
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WHAT'S
TO f AT?
CAM.
PIM

SUNDAY, SEPT. 3 - SATURDAY, SEPT. 9
Sunday 9/3

Monday 9/4

Tuesday 9/5

Wednesday 9/6

Thursday 9/7

Friday 9/8

Saturday 9/9

Oatmeal. Scrambled Eggs
Hashbrown Potatoes", Bacon
Pancakes
Vegetable Beef Soup
Chicken Breast Stuffed with
Broccoli
Rice Pilaf, Peas A Onions
Bagels, Danish

Turkey Rice Soup
Country Fried Steak
Country Cream Gravy
Grilled Chicken Pita Pocket
Cheesy Mashed Potatoes
Mexican Com
Green Beans
Sauteed Onions and Peppers

Minnesota Wild Rice Soup
Chicken Nuggets
BBQ Beef Sandwich
Scalloped Potatoes
Broccoli Spears
Broiled Tomatoes

Cream of Tomato Soup
Taco Salad
Grilled Ham & Swiss
Sandwich
Retried Beans
Green Beans
Mixed Vegetables

Cream of Mushroom Soup
Philly Cheesesteak Sandwich
Chicken Cheesesteak
Sandwich
Vegetarian Lasagna
Curly Fries
Peas
Rautouiile

Chicken Noodle Soup
Pizza
Tuna Noodle Casserole
Onion Rings
Green Beans
Cauliflower au Gratin

French Onion Soup
Chicken Fajius
Macaroni and Cheese
Steak Fries
Broccoli
Mixed Vegetables

Pasta Fagoli

Black Bean Chili

Vegetarian Paella

Vegetarian Taco Salad

Vegetable Lo Mein

Chili Con Corny

Vegetarian Stuffed Peppers

Herb Baked Chicken
Roast Pork
Rosemary Red Potatoes
Cornbread Stuffing
Broccoli Spears
Sauerkraut
Stewed Apples

Fried Chicken
Beef Stroganoff
Egg Noodles
Carrots
Spinach

Beef A Vegetable Stir Fry
Citrus Chicken
Rice
Peas
Cauliflower

Calzone
Roast Turkey / Gravy
Tomato Herb Sauce
Carrots
Japanese Mixed Vegetables

New York Strip Steak
Southwestern Roiisserie
Chicken
Baked Potatoes
Broccoli Cuts
Herbed Mixed Squash

Chicken Teriyaki
Cheese Stuffed Shells
Sesame Noodles
Oriental Mixed Vegetables
Cranberry Glazed Carrots

BBQ Ribs
Fried Chicken
Baked Beam
Southern Green Beans
Cora on the Cob

Fresh Vegetable Pasta

Tex Mex Lasagna

Vegetarian Egg Rolls

Vegetarian Knish

Potato Bar

Vegetable Chow Mein

Garden Quiche

CAN I CHANGE MY MEAL PLAN?
YES! Students wishing to change meal plans must do so by
FRIDAY, SEPT. 15 in the CAMPUS CARD CENTER
After that date, no meal plan changes will be accepted until
the spring semester. A prorated Dining Dollar credit will be
issued when changing to less expensive meal plan.

Ml AKHOIM

NO RESERVATIONS
REQUIREDI

OPENS
TUESDAY, SEPT. 5
VTVAITLAIA! Sept. 5- 8
SOUTHWESTERN CRELE Sept. 11-15

STUDENT AFFAIRS
IMFORMATIOH rAfft C
* CAVCJIC*ft HlfMT
Wednesday, Sept. •, I9f5
Commem Patio - II ■
COME IT AND PICK HP A GAMECAID ■
TOI COULD IE A WINNEI!
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Aachheww!
Raging ragweed bothers many
by Rick Thompson
staff writer

Ai JMU ncars the end of its first week of classes,
many students can be seen sniffing and sneezing their
way through the drudgeries of hay fever.
According to Richard Ortner, WHSV-TV
meteorologist, the ragweed count is high in the
Shenandoah Valley, and "the fact that it is dry is going to
aid in making this a nasty season."
Julie Laffey, a registered nurse at the JMU Health
Center, said high ragweed counts are the result of weed
pollens, and such counts are common in the fall.
There's no sign of relief in the near future for those
suffering from allergies, as Ortner said the ragweed
season usually peaks around labor day and then subsides
after the first frost.
Linda Bowman, associate director of the Health
Center, said many students feel the stuffy nose, scratchy
throat and headaches of the dreaded allergy in the fall,
although the malady is usually associated with spring.
Students suffering from the sniffles may be happy to
know that the Health Center is prepared.
"We've recently expanded the self-care clinic to
include a section for hay fever and seasonal allergies,"
Bowman said.
The health center's self-care clinic allows students to
come in and diagnose themselves and obtain treatment
from the staff based on that diagnosis.
"It's a convenient and efficient way to get some
antihistamines for seasonal allergies," Bowman said.
The self-care clinic also allows students to diagnose
other problems, such as headaches, sore throats, and
menstrual problems, and then obtain treatment for the
ailments.

To use the clinic, students come in, sit down and fill
out a worksheet by checking off which symptoms they
are suffering from.
The worksheet asks them questions like "Do any of
your symptoms also include fever, body aches, thick
cloudy secretions, or chest congestion?"
According to Bowman, these questions help establish
whether the student needs further care than simple overthe-counter drugs.
For students suffering from hay fever, Laffey said,
"Symptoms will vary, including itching of the nose, eyes,
roof of mouth and throat. [Hay fever] can be a gradual or
abrupt onset," with tearing of the eyes and sneezing
following.
"Also present may be frontal headaches, irritability,
loss of appetite, depression and insomnia," she said.
Students who choose to use the self-care clinic can
take themselves through a worksheet of questions to aid
them in making a self-diagnosis.
After the student has finished the self-diagnosis, he or
she can select the appropriate drugs, such as
Chlortrimeton, Sudafed, Tylenol or Advil. The diagnosis
sheet comes with a form which explains what each of
these drugs is and what they can do for the patient.
Hay fever can atep be treated with nasal sprays and, in
the case of severe reactions, steroids, Laffey said. If these
measures still prove unsuccessful, a doctor can prescribe
allergy shots.
The Health Center now offers an allergy clinic to
provide for those students who receive allergy shots,
according to Laffey.
The center is also prepared to help students find further
medical assistance should they need it, Laffey said.
"Depending on past medical history and severity of
symptoms, referrals [to a doctor] may be made," she said.

Law officers questioned about
racist actions during annual rally
LA. Times/Washington Post
news service

WASHINGTON —At least 50,000
government workers are being
individually questioned as officials
try to determine who attended the
controversial "Good 01' Boys
Roundup," an annual gathering of
law enforcement officials that
purportedly included racist activity,
administration officials said
Tuesday.
The federal employees work in
law enforcement agencies at the
Treasury and Justice departments,
and the most recent round of
questioning, now underway, has
prompted protests from some
workers at the U.S. Customs
Service. The workers contend the
questions violate their constitutional
rights to privacy and freedom of
association.
A 90-second videotape and other
descriptions of the roundups held in
the mountain town of Ocoee, Tenn.,
created a national furor earlier this
summer, with high-ranking federal
officials vowing to identify what
they initially described as a small
number of federal law enforcement
officers who attended the
gatherings.
As depicted on the videotape, the
events included vendors selling Tshirts depicting the Rev. Martin
Luther King Jr. in gun-sight cross
hairs and a banner with the words
"Nigger check point."
Tuesday, a video producer who
saw the original tape said it was
possible that the footage had been
doctored, adding to the confusion

about what happened at the
gathering. Federal law prohibits
employees from engaging in
discriminatory conduct.
Since Treasury Secretary Robert
E. Rubin last month announced a
major internal investigation of law
enforcement participation in the
"roundups," the Justice Department
has identified 33 employees who
have attended the outing over a fiveyear period. In a memo this month.
Treasury Department Inspector
General Valerie Lau requested that

so, in what years, according to her
memo.
Lists of employees who answered
affirmatively and of employees who
could not be contacted or refused to
answer the questions will be
compiled^fed provided to Lau, a
memo prepared by the Customs
Service said.
Employees covered by union
contracts may ask for a union official
to monitor the interview.
"There have been a number of very
serious allegations made. The only

My intention is to find out firsthand
from people who attended what
actually happened."
Valerie Lau

Treasury Department Inspector General
"all enforcement bureau employees"
respond to three questions that seek
to establish whether they were
invited to or attended the events.
Lau said the Treasury Department
Inspector General
Valerie Lau requested that "all
enforcement bureau employees"
respond to three questions that seek
to establish whether they were
invited to or attended the events.
Lau said the Treasury inquiry was
designed "to find out what
happened" at the roundups.
Employees are being asked whether
they were ever invited, "orally or in
writing," to attend a roundup,
whether they attended, and if

way to deal with them is to find out
the truth, to find out from people who
attended what actually happened. "I
have made every attempt in taking
this course to ensure that employee
rights have been considered and are
complied with. My intention is to
find out firsthand from people who
attended what actually happened,"
Lau added.
But employee rights specialists
said Tuesday that the Treasury
Department had reached too far in its
attempt to sort out the roundup
controversy.
"We think it is improper and does
raise serious First Amendment
questions," Glasser added.

ROGER WOLLENBERG/pfatto editor
A parking attendant tickets a car parked In front of PC Dukes.
The car was parked in a space with an expired meter.

Parking violators
face tougher fines
by Karen Bogan
senior writer

There will no* be a higher price
to pay for parkinffllegally in one of
JMU's coveted parking spaces.
The penalty for illegally parking
in faculty, staff or commuter spaces
increased from $15 to $20, and the
fine for parking illegally in a
handicapped or fire lane space has
been hiked from $30 to $50. The late
fee remains $5.
"Someone in the parking advisory
committee suggested raising the price
for parking —^—«i^—^^^—
tickets,
(t
saying that
too many
r• .1.

for violators who park in faculty
spaces was a bad idea.
"You shouldn't be parking in
those spaces anyway," Coleman said,
"but I have a problem when they
raise prices just to make money.
Fifteen dollars gets the point across. I
don't think that extra five^dellars will
deter people from parking illegally.
There will probably be more appeals
though."
Junior speech pathology major
Tiffany Litz said the fine for
handicapped and fire lane violations
seemed expensive. "But if it keeps
—-^———— people from
parking there

I don t think raising
people were the fine is the answer.
parking
illegally in
handicapped
and
firelane
designated
spaces,"
said Alan ____^_^______
MacNutt,

- that*
g00d

C •

biology

The problem is that there ffig
is not enough parking. increase thein

director of public safety.
"Handicapped people felt the fine
was not sufficient," he continued,
"and since there seems to be a similar
situation with people parking in fire
zones and faculty spaces, we decided
to raise those loo."
MacNutt said he didn't know
whether the price hike would deter
students from parking illegally.'^I
don't have a crystal ball to tell me, so
we'll see."
Fines at other colleges for
illegally parking in handicapped and
fire zones, according to MacNutt, are
higher. Some colleges charge
violators up to $80, he said.
MacNutt also cited the abuse of
temporary handicapped hang tags as
a problem. He said ticket-writers will
investigate vehicles with temporary
tags to be sure the person using the
tag is the handicapped person and
that the tag-holder has not illegally
changed the date on the tag.
Student reactions to the price
increases have varied.
Senior accounting major Tim
Coleman said he felt .raising the fine

Claire Bennett fines

is a
"good
junior biology major indication
people shouldn't be parking there.
"It's a good scare tactic, but
people are parking there because
there's not a lot of parking," he said.
Mettenburg said he thinks the hike
for handicapped and fire lane
violations will deter violators. "If
not, I guess they'll make some more
money from parking tickets."
Senior psychology major Eli
Solomon said he does not think the
price increase will cut down on the
number of violations.
"People park there because there
isnl enough parking and because the
parking they have is so far away,"
Solomon said.
"It's just another way for the
university to make money. They're
just out for themselves," she said.
Junior biology major Claire
Bennett had the same opinion. "I
don't think raising the fine is an
answer. The problem is that there is
not enough parking."
"They need to work in more
parking spaces or improve the public
transportation system by going more
places and to more residential areas,"
she said.
——
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HOW HAVE YOU BEEN FEELING SINCE
YOU LOST YOUR KEYS, WALLET, ETC?

-^K

p^

/^

J^

CWS&D

RTlOTtfH)

DON'T BE SAP
. Come to the LOST AND FOUND, located
in the Warren Hall Box Office, JMU Campus Center Rm. 304. If
Fill out a
we don't have the item, there's still hope!
10 a.m. and 4
Lost and Found Inquiry Form between
if the item
p.m. Man. - FrL, and we'll give you a call
uaw.
gets turned in.

Today
11 a.m. -4 p.m.
^1

<®~>
Have you found an item ? Don't be cnwg> . Turn it into Lost
and Found and we'll try to locate the owner for you.

Friday
11 a.m. - 3 p.m.
POLICY

$25 Registration Fee

Wantn Hall Lost and Found staff are charged with accurately recording the receipt of found itemi, storing
in the vault, and retaining items for a period of 120 days. The Office of Student Activities will advertise
this policy in The Bmze during the fall and spring semesters.
,
NOTE: BECAUSE LOST AND POUND IS LOCATED IN THE WARREN HALL BOX OFFICE. LOST
AND FOUND IS CLOSED THE FIRST DAY OF A MAJOR TICKETED EVENT!
Lost and Found provides Inquiry forms for indivduals to give information or describe lost items. These
will be kept on file for a period of 30 days. Inquiries must be resubmitied or updated after 30 days.

«

IMPORTANT NOTICE
DEPARTMENT:

wnetrsify Center fFormer^ caMdStudentActiHtiesJ

POSITION AVAILABLE: For tie '95-96 fear
NUMBER OF HOURS/WEEK: 5-7/MM*

PROCEDURES
DEPOSITING A LOST ITEM
The staff member collecting lost items will record his or her name, the date, descriptive informaiion.the
name and telephone number of the individual turning in the item on the Lost and Found form. A
pre-numbered label corresponding to the form is placed on the item. All items must be stored in the Ticket
Office vault

C

INQUIRING ABOUT A LOSflTEM
Inquiries about lost items should be made to the Lost and Found Office during office hours, Monday
through Friday, 10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. A Lost and Found Inquiry form should be completed. When found
items are turned in the staff member will check the item against inquiries and attempt to contact the owner.
ITEMS TURNED IN AFTER LOST AND FOUND HOURS

WORK HOURS :Ki

9a.m.-5p.m. Monty-Fridify, Otherkooreas
'. Box, o^tce hoars'arej&teroJfyfC'a.m.-4p.m.

Items discovered after office hours should be turned in to the JMU Campus Center Night Manager on duty.
The Night Manager will complete an After Hours Lost and Found form and drop the item in the Lost and
Found depository. Items found after Campus Center building hours should be turned in the next business
day.

START DATE: September 8,1995

DEPARTMENTS TURNING IN LOST ITEMS

WAGE: $4.25per hour

Departments turning in lost items must allow enough time to log in lost items being turned in to Lost and
Found.

JOB DESCRIPTION :WA spo<nsihilitieginclade ticietsabs.

1. Any department having a Lost and Found must keep found items in a secure place until they are
brought to the Warren Hall Lost and Found. The department accepting a Lost and Found item is
responsible for items until submiued to the Centralized Warren Hall Lost and Found.

reconciliation, recordmanagementand'data en>
ojjMnioersitu lost and hand. Candidate mast
customer sero-ice siills,

2. To insure that items are claimed as soon as possible, departments must bring found items to Warren
Hall Lost and Found on a weekly basis. It is recommended that valuable items be turned in immediately.
3

QUALIFICATIONS: Xnoultdge ofigeneral accounting practices,
tod IBM computer dBase tod'lotus applications preferred. Preference will be given
to applicants with cask register, FIFXtod credit card machine experience:
KrikJEfcUMMHi Piclop and return competed applications to: Svonne F.
Sticile^, Box, Office Manager, warren Hall Box- Office, warren Hall304. Resume
tod cover letter, preferred.

CLOSING DATE: September 4,1995

JOB OPPORTUNITY

" n WhenJb"n8ul8 the items to the Warren Hall Lost and Found, the department turning in found items
wiU record them on a Departmental Lost and Found Log of Items form (available at the Warren Hall Lost
and hound). Both individuals turning in and receiving found items will verify the items being turned in.
Designated staff in theOffice of Student Activities will assume responsibility for found items recieved by
Warren Hall Lost and Found.
This releases the department of responsibilty.
CLAIMING ITEMS
iX
S
h ve 1 c urc ID unless
KlfcifSilS!
H* T i"28 *
?
- number.
<
*■
for the item, including
local address andJ*telephone

item lo is

«

«•« picture I.D.) and must sign

DISPOSAL OF FOUND ITEMS
similar items wdl be turned over to the JMU Office of Public Safely for properdisposition.
d^^teZcc^rdirTalv 1^ SoE0"* ^
? PracraM *"d ****** Management Services,
toowr^wil\Z 2 K w
u ^ Surplus Pr°Pcrtv of «•« University. No further efforts to locate
IK owner will be made by Warren Hall Loat and Found. JMU Public Safety*or by surplus property after

IN BRIEF
SGA used booksale drop-off
takes place this week

Students who are mOri^HI

Student Government Association is collecting
used books August 31 and September 1 for their
booksale. Students price their own books, and
books are returned if they are not sold. Those
interested can drop off books in Taylor Hall, rm.
405, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Those interested in
volunteering with the booksale can stop by the
SGA office, Taylor Hall rm. 234 or call x6376.
The booksale is September 4 and 5 in Taylor
Hall, rm. 405,9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
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SGA is looking for senators and class officers
for the 1995-'96 school year. Those interested
must attend an informational session on
September 4 in Grafton Stovall, 4-5 p.m.
Contact the SGA office at x6376 for more
information.

Martial arts building opens
in downtown Harrisonburg
The Shenandoah Valley Martial Arts
Association just opened in downtown
Harrisonburg. It offejs judo, seven different
styles of karate and aikido classes. Original
martial arts, as well as culture and language are
taught. Contact Beth or Bill at 432-3656 for more
information.

Science scholarships offered
to minority students
The American Chemical Society is offering
more than $600,000 in scholarships to minority
science students. Chemistry, biochemistry and
chemical engineering majors are all eligible to
apply.
Guidelines used in awarding scholarships
include demonstrated financial need, a "B"
average or better in science and math courses,
and examples of leadership at school and in the
community.
, Students interested in applying for the 1996'97 school year should contact Rod man n at 202872-6250, or by mail, c/o ACS, 1155 - 16th St.,
N.W., Washington, D.C., 20036. Students may
apply until February 1996.

Wide spectrum of events
available to begin school year
University Recreation is sponsoring "What's
Up in Rec?" to explain how to get involved in
aerobics, fitness, intramural, sport clubs and open
recreation. Demonstrations, mountain bike raffle,
prizes and games and facility tours will be
available. Go to Godwin Hall, gym level August
31 from 7:30 to 10 p.m.
A Field Festival with live entertainment, food
and spirit give-aways takes place on September 2
at Godwin Field, 4 p.m. It is sponsored by
University Program Board.
UPB is also sponsoring the movie "Jaws"
outdoors on the commons. It will be shown
September 1 at 9 p.m.

ye
42%
SUMMER SCHOOL
YEAR

70
EQUAL
Source: USA TODAY
ANGELA TERRY/graphics editor

WEEKLY EVENTS
Thursday

Beijing citizens advised about
nude women, files with AIDS
BEIJING—With roughly 30,000 foreigners
arriving here to attend the United Nations Fourth
World Conference on Women, Chinese citizens
have received some suggestions on how they
should deal with the influx.
1. If working at the parallel meeting of
nongovernmental organizations, wear bug spray
because the flies might transmit AIDS carried by
lesbian attendees, one work unit was told.
2. If you are a police officer or a hotel desk
clerk and you spot a naked woman demonstrating
in a public place, toss a white sheet or a coat on
top of her, press reports suggested. If you are a
taxi driver, do not pick up naked women in your
cab.
3. If you are working in one of the offices in the
Kempinski Hotel complex where delegates are
staying, take the service elevator —for "security
reasons" said a memo distributed to offices in the
complex.
This week, thousands of women from around
the world are pouring into Beijing for the World
Conference on Women, which starts September
4, and the NGO Forum.

i

SGA holds info meeting
for '95 senators and officers
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• Student Government Association booksale drop-off, Taylor 405,9 a.m.-4 p.m.
• Baptist Student Union Thursday Night Fellowship, BSU Center, 5:30 p.m.
• Catholic Campus Ministry ice cream social, CCM House, 6:30 p.m.
• Madison Men's Rugby Club informational meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 304, 7
p.m.
• Episcopal Campus Ministry Bible study and music, Canterbury House across
from JM's, 7 p.m.
a
• "What's Up in Rec?" sponsored by University Recreation, Godwin Hall, gym
leyeli 7:30-10 p.m. Find out about different recreation services and programs at
JMU.
• UPB sponsors "The Madness of King George," Grafton Stovall Theatre, 7 p.m.
and 9:30 p.m., $1.50.

Friday

WfflBflWwS
Postal employee found guilty
of shooting two co-workers.

CHICAGO—Postal workers have shot coworkers sotfrequently that the phenomenon has
become fodder for television comics to joke
about. Even personnel directors have developed
shorthand for the problem: "Going postal."
But what happened at a mail sorting plant in
suburban Chicago Tuesday was no laughing
matter. A 25-year career postal worker, who had
what officials described as a spotless record,
allegedly entered the East Palatine, 111. facility
carrying a gun and shot two of his colleagues,
leaving one in critical condition.
The accused man, Dorsey S. Thomas, 53, was
arrested shortly after the shootings.
It was the latest in a string of incidents that the
U.S. Postal Service said has left 35 postal
supervisors and workers dead in 12 years, all at
the hands of 11 current or former postal workers.
This fiscal year, 303 assualts have been reported.

• Student Government Association booksale drop-off, Taylor 405,9 a.m.-4 p.m.
• Baptist Student Union Bible study, BSU Center, 7:30 p.m. There will be a
scavenger hunt afterwards.
• Outdoor movie, "Jaws", sponsored by UPB Headliners, the commons, rain
location: Grafton Stovall Theatre, 9 p.m./dark.
• UPB sponsors "While You Were Sleeping," Grafton Stovall Theatre, 7 p.m. and
9:30 p.m., $1.50. Playing through Saturday.

Saturday
• Field Festival sponsored by UPB with live entertainment, Godwin Field, 4 p.m.
• Baptist Student Union dance, BSU Center, 9 p.m.-1 a.m., $2 admission, free for
freshmen and transfer students.

Sunday

———

• Episcopal Campus Ministry welcoming picnic, Canterbury House across from
JM's, 5 p.m.
• UPB sponsors "The Gold Rush," Grafton Stovall Theatre, 7:30 p.m., free.

Strasburg drives out ducks;
town divided on decision
STRASBURG—If it walks like a duck and
talks like a duck, then it's ... not to be found
here.
This Shenandoah Valley town, on the advice of
its ad hoc Duck Committee, is becoming a duckfree zone. In the last few days, nearly 80
Muscovy ducks have been chased, cornered, <
netted and carted off in cages to involuntary exile
on a farm 20 miles away.
The town of 3,700 has divided into pro- and
anti-duck factions. Neighbors whisper
conspiritoriaily about each other. In recent weeks,
ducks have died mysteriously. There was talk of
doughnuts and cough syrup being used to lure
and then kill the ducks.
Outsiders may smirk, but in Strasburg, ducks
are serious business.
— L.A. Times/Washington Post News Service
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FOOD! FRIEMOS! #WM§
WELCOME BACK!

Whether you're coming to campus for the first time, a returning student, facplty or staff

member, JMU Dining Services wants to provide you with a variety of exciting and value oriented dining experiences.
Your time is valuable — let us save you the hassles, time and money of doing it yourself. Sit back and relax while
we do the work! LET US MAKE YOU SMILE!

WHO IS
JAC ANYWAY?

IBBON
HALL

Doesn't this place ever stay put? lost year we

Shake, Rattle and Roll! The popular sub shoppe in

moved it to line 1, this yeor it's bock to line 6 in

Gibbons Hall received a new paint fob and floor

Gibbons Hall. WHY?

over the summer. Bock with all your favorites, look

Quite simply, in an effort

for some now SPECIALTY SHRS to be featured

RESIDENT DINING

to moke it easier and

each month. WANT SOME DOUGH? Our fresh

Get Around at Gibbons! Over the summer, asbestos

more accessible, we made |

baked breads come from the Gibbons Bakery dairy.

abatement was completed on serving lines 5 and 6.

it more complicated!

Two new types, PUMPERNICKEL and ALL

RENOVATIONS in Gibbons are continuing on

Let's Go! was designed to

GRAIN, have been added to the seven varieties

provide a TAD OUT option where students could

already available. At only $1.05 A LOAF it's a

use their meal punches. Moving it to line 1 allowed

bargain that can't be beat!

Your Ml ACCESS CAM (JAC) is four official
campus identification ond^
ACCESSES SERVICES
throughout campus. You
must hovt your JAC for
odmittoiKt to or payment at all dining service
locations. LOST JAC's should b( reported
immediately to I he CAMPOS CARD CENTER
(Gibbons Hall, Entrance 3) or PUBLIC SAFETY
If ~

(Shenondooh Hall) to prevent any misuse or
"^^Jjnproper use of declining balance accounts.
REPLACEMENT CARDS should be obtained from
the Compos Card Center during regular business
hours. In the evenings and on weekends, temporary
meal passes may be obtained from Gibbons Hall,
Line 6, for a non-refundable fee of $10.

DOOR 4 SUBS

LET'S GO!

track, with the next major phase to take place in
the summer of 1996. You'll find that we've
moved the formats around this year (yes, agoin!)
to help facilitate better line flojund
place more popular items'!
convenient locations

us to expand seating and serving, but also created a
logistical nightmare. The decision to move It back
to line 6 and making it STRICTLY
TAKE OHT will help to improve
operational challenges and put it

Relocated to line 2, THE MAIN

back to the design for which it was

EVENT features traditional entrees

originally intended.

a little more
out of a combo? Try the
new SUPER VALUE COMBO Get your choice of
6' turkey, ham or Big Duke sub, a small side salad
or chips, a gourmet brownie and 32 oz. beverage.
Door 4 Subs — where we serve a bunko, hunko,

and side dishes. SANDWICH CITY,
our grill and deli line remoins on

Looking for

Stop by and enjoy the delicious

line 3. MAMA MIA s Italian fore

menu items that were a part of Let's

CAN I CHANGE
MY MEAL PLAN?

and pasta are now located on line 4.

Go! lost yeor. Whether it be o HOT

Look for the new WOK W TORI on

IRIAKFAST ITEM,

YES! Students wishing to change meal plans must

line 5. This line will feature traditional

IAGEL MEXICAN HACHOS or

do so by FRIDAY, SEPT. 15 in the CAMPUS

entrees at lunch and the specialty bars

TACOS,

Rill

FIESH

SANDWICH

tasty sub!

PC DUKES
Looking for your friends? You'll find them at PC
Dukes! There aren't many changes scheduled for

After that date,

of AMERICAN TONR at dinner.

MAKE YOHR OWH SALAD or

the operation this semester. Expect to get the some

no meal plon changes will be.

Don't miss the return of the INOP

DINNER ENTREE, we've got it to

NIC* QHAUTY products prepared TO ORDER

accepted until the spring semester j

breakfast bar, HOMEMADE PIZZA

go at Let's Go!

If you're in a hurry, check out our new RURGfl

A prorated Dining Dollar credit'

and afiones, GOURMET lURGtt

will be issued when changing to less 1

NICNT and NUGGET A GO-GO

expensive meal plan.

each week in American Tour. STIR

CARD CENTER

CRAZY, the self-serve wok station,

WHAT'S TO EAT?
Find oat what's going on in dining sorvicesi

will also be located on line 5
throughout the week to create your
own stir fried delight.

EVERY TNNRSDAT in TIE IREEZE, clip and

EXPRESS. When it comes to VALVE, no one can

SO WHAT'S UP
WITH LINE 1?
As the semester unfolds, you will be
able to join us as a HEW DINING
OPTION evolves with delirious new
food formats including RECK OVEN

save the menu for the upcoming week. On the VAX

Gibbons also invites you to enjoy

PIZZA, MEKICAH EXPRESS,

under JMNINH) IAENVS, is a complete luting of

burgers and hot dogs grilled fresh on

FRESH RAKERY, COHRMET

specials plus the standard menus for our operations.

one of our charbroilors. WEATHER

COFFEE STATIOH, RED and

TAIU TUTS and POSTERS are updated

Pf RMITTING this will be ■ daily

SWEET SHOPPf

NIII1Y with specials and promotions. Give as a

feature. Want to enjoy the cool breezes of fall? The

The dining services' team is DEDICATED to j

all on the HEMLINE at 5M-MENU for the

VERAMDA between lines 3 and 4 also has outdoor

bringing the campus community the

DAILY FARE at Gibbons.

seating for your dining pleasure.

same level of QUALITY and EXPECTATION as when we introduced two in-

Gibbons will once again host a variety of weekly
specials and theme events. Look for TASTE
CHANGER RARS, KARAOIE, and HOLIDAY
E nights throughout the yeor.

house concepts lost year — Door 4 Subs^
and Lakeside Eipress. Watch for more'
information as the semester continues we won't disappoint you!

beat our quarter pound charbroiled hamburgers.
ROT, DELICIOUS and only $1,101 PASTA,
GRILLED CHICKEN, STEAK ANN CHEESE,
PIZZA, RAKER POTATOES and COOKIES ore
still waiting for you as well.

fl?£)«U-^
PC Dukes will also continue to offer the popular
$X50 COMBO SPECIALS daily. Watch for them
to start rotating weekly in October, offering even
more opportunities to enjoy the GREAT POOR at
PC Dukes VALUE ABO ON to your combo and
SAVE even more. Use your declining balance to
pick up a side of delicious fries, fresh fruit or
Colombo frozen yogurt. Stop by the operation end
CHECK IT OHT!
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Yes the rumors ore true—
NO RESERVATIONS REQUIRED! A IASSU-

Our newest sondwkh, the MR. NEWMAN, is •
best bet in addition to our currant lineup of OVEN

BUT IS IT
GOOD
FOR ME?

FREE ond CONVDWPIT dining experience awaits

RAKED SPECIALTIES in Chandler Hall. Choose

Concerned about your diet?

football games. Look for the cashier station at TIE

you at the Steakhouse In Warren Hall. This yiar,

your fovorile toppings to enhance our delicious

Have on allergy or special

NIT that will be equipped with o cord reoder.

seating will be on a FIRCT COME, FIRST SERVE

PIZZA PIES. Abo new are OTIS I

dietary need. Our stall

NOT DOGS, PRETZELS or a COKE anyone?

basis for parties of two to eight. All meal plan

COOKIES and FRESH

nutritionist is available FREE Off CHARGE to all

participants continue to receive Till VISITS oodi

SALADS. Opening ot

meal plan participants Available for

semester to this tabli stnrici and upscale dining

5 P.M. this year, the

one on one counseling and is o

lines will form early at

NUTRITION RESOURCE Michele

LOVE YOUR MOTHER...

alternative that overlooks the JMU campus.

this popular Iota-night

Covoto, ED., is located in Gibbons Hall

lonta Haturi mot isl MIMCYCU MUGS ore anilable

hangout. Be sure to

ond only a phone coD away at 568-3916.

RtlOfCIU*«to oil rnetd plan participants. (froucWnof

THE STEAKHOUSE

GOT A DATE? RESERVATIONS
will be accepted on FRIDAY
evenings for guests who

LAKESIDE EXPRESS

check out the JMI COLLEGIATE COUPON
[ for a lakeside Express treat.

5M-7555 between 4 p.m. ond 8 p.m.. You will
need to have the names and social security numbers

MRS. GREENS
IAGELS! COFFEE! ACTION! The freshest
SOUPS ond SALAD F1XINS highlight Chandler

of all the guests in your party to reserve a table.

Holt's lunch spot. Enjoy a variety ol HOMEMADE

Cancellations will be accepted until 4 p.m. on

SALADS and RAKED RIEADS. The popular

Friday. After that time, any no shows lose their

In addition, you can obtain information
in NUTRIVIEW, our published

they have a table ot o certain

time. To make a reservation, call

ING DOLLARS CWI or FLEX at this fall's JMU

on the breakdown of spedfk food Hems

would like to guarantee
k^^"

CONCESSIONS

CHEFS CORNER changes doily with a variety of

New mis year! \h» your DINING DOLLARS DIN-

pick ftrnn up ef the picnic Tuesday night, pick one op from a
Gibbons Hall teskhr Mm Friday, September I. After fnen
you'll hate to buy one!

guide to menu items in Gibbons ond

LefsGo! TO 60 COHTUHBUan a greet wayto ait don en

Mrs. Greens, as well as off the VAX

disposable vostc. Ihese durable

Pll CHART menu identifiers in

IfUSAMll containers ran 6*

Gibbons are also o great way to see the

used/flier's Go/ond In.

breakdown of CALORIES FATS,

Greens. Containers ore

PROTEINS and CARRONTDRATES

only $1 oad ran bt purchased in the operations.

dinner punch ond the Steokhouse visit will be

menu items from

VEGETARIANS and VEGANS should

deducted. PLEASE NOTI, that both first-come,

our

catering

be on the lookout for the color coded

first-serve, and the reservation policy are available

department. The

Friday evenings.

SPECIALTY

line identifiers in Gibbons. A RUE
CAIS indicates that the menu item b

SALAI RARS

LACTO-OVO (contains dairy), while an ORANGE

LETTUCE KNOW!

MAVI A MITT OF 10 - 40? The FIESTA

will oho return this semester featuring the popular#\

(All indicates VEGAN (dairy free) menu selec-

fff INVOLVED by completing our comment cords

ROOM con accommodate your group for a special

CAESAR, MEDITERRANEAN and CALIFORNIA$R?

tions. All dining options on campus carry vegetarian

onfeuMing us what you think! We like both GOOD

occasion, dinner meeting or event. Available

themes. What's the soup of the doy? Call the

menu Hems. If you are unable to locate on Hem or

and RAN comments — so either way, PLEASE

Monday through Friday evenings, the Steakhouse

SOUPUHE at 5*1-7071

are unsure of the contents of a

GIVE IS FEEDRACK! We can't improve without

manager has oil the details you'll need for that

selection, please ASK A

special occasion.

MANAGER They will

VENDING SERVICES
UNIVERSITY CLUB
This FACULTY AND STAFF DINING option on
the fifth floor of Warren Hall underwent some minor
Ranges over the summer.
The new kitchen service
area allows for EASIER
FLOW ond increased

be happy to assist you!

your thoughts ond concerns.
The SGA FOOD COMMITTEE is an excellent way

Whgt's better than thirty vending machines that

to share your views.

accept your JAC ID for purchases. How about sixty!

Contact on SGA rep

VENDING has allowed dining services to expand

SPECIAL EVENTS
AND CATERING

the service to residence halls throughout the RIH-

Offering a variety of services, this department

STONE ond LANE areas. Don't worry to those resi-

specializes in IANQIITS, RECEPTIONS

dents in the village and hillside areas, your nedl

LUNCHEONS ond more throughout campus.

The popularity and CONVENIENCE of ON-LINE

■III SELECTIONS

You may also notice that the price for canned soda

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS con take advantage
of IULK PURCHASES for picnic, plus the conve-

for details on how to
participate. Resident
students — contact
your hall director with
your questions and comments. They are participating
in o program called the DIRECTOR'S CLUR and
have o direct link to what's happening in dining

Enjoy CHARGRILLED SANDWICHES ond

increased to 60. Why? Conned beverages have not

PASTA in addition to the popular SALAD RAR

increased in over five yean, ond while that is not on

and Htl. Looking for something special? Our

excuse to raise them, the need for CONTINUOUS

DAILY RUE PLATE entree is sure to please.

MAINTENANCE, on EQUIPMENT PURCHASE

IIRTHDAY? SET WELL WISH? SPECIAL

Don't forget the ongoing REVERAGE special.

PLAN ond FUTURE INVESTMENTS require

OCCASION? Send a CARE GRAM! Featuring

Simply spend $350 on your main meal, and get

funding now.

decoroted cakes, goodie bogs,

GOT A QUESTION?

pino parties and more —

Stop by ond see us. Our administrative office is

it's ■ great way to let

located in Gibbons Hall, Entrance J, -\

SOMEONE SPECIAL know

and open Monday through Friday

that you're thinking of them.

from 8 a.m. until 5 p.m.

your beverage RBI
VANDALISM in residence halls ond public access
machines has been high over the post year. We

NEED SOME CASH?

encourage anyone seeing or knowing of tampering

Our student employment program offers the highest

with the vending machines to REPORT FT to the

storting wage on campus ($5.W fit HOUR!)

vending office by calling S4S-MEND

plus FIEUILI SCHEDULES PROMOTIOH
OPPORTUNITIES and a SKAT WORKING
ENVIRONMENT Positions are available in all
aspects of dining services. Stop by ond see a student
manager for details. JOIN THE TEAM!

Residence hall students should know that your hall
councils benefit from having the vending machines
available in the halls. Help keep the machines in
WORKING condition!

nience of having MEAL PLAN EQUIVALENCE for
group sponsored events.

services. COMMUTER STUDENTS, you have a
voice to! Stop by the Center for Off-Campus Living
and see who your Director's Club reps are.

fc
r

^J ^W

JMU DINING SERVICES

ground floor of Chandler Hall, or give them o coll
at54eVI437.

"

^^m >

For more IHFOKMATION on oil of these services,
stop by and see our special events stall on the

T

torn vwn

9
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Police Log_

JAC_

continued from page 3

continued from page 3

Gathright said CampusMCI's
main benefit is the opportunity it
gives students to sign up for MCI's
long distance service for off-campus
calling.
Along with providing the
biographical information displayed
on the cjd cards, the new cards have
the potential to function as an MCI
caMing card.
Students will be given a personal
identification number allowing them
to use the cards to access MCI long
distance, but will not receive a bill if
they never use the service.
Tom Bonadao, director of
telecommunications, said the card
should be used as a calling card only

off campus.
-.
Thp service is separate from JMU
Telecommunications, and students
who have Telecom accounts will
receive jwo servjee fees for each call
if they use the cards in addition to
their Telecom number on campus.
Students should use just the
telecom accounts when calling from
their dorm rooms, he said. The
calling card can be used anywhere
off campus.
In addition to creating the new
cards, CampusMCI is offering a
separate long distance service to offcampus students.
Gathright said students who sign
up will receive discounted rates, 100
free minutes of both domestic and

Transition
continued from page 3

campus," be said. "I also told the
students how to ba successful and I
am here if they need help."
Carter said, "To be honest, I
thought it was a recreational camp,
but to my surprise it was
academically based. It was a good
program because it taught
responsibility
and
time
management."
Bullock said he workshops are
aimed at introducing incoming
freshmen to college life and helping
them to know what to expect.
Freshman Annette Twyman said,
"The program was very helpful. I
was able to meet professors, make
friends, learn where to get help and
learn about resources the college
offered."
Bullock said, "The program is
unique in that it is both a recruitment
and retainment program." The

students who participate in the
program are tracked through
graduation.
Daniels said students meet with
their academic advisers two or three

international callirfg, and individual
billing.
:.

Along with 13 bther JMU
students, senior marketing major
Sean Lathrop is interning for
CampusMCI this year to help
implement the system.
While the new cards do not
#provide ar\y dramatically different
services on campus, the off-campus
lohg distance discounts that come
with their implementation are worth
the transition, he said.
"If s just so perfectly tailored for
off-campus students."
Gathright said each resident in a
household will receive their own bill,
eliminating the sometimes uncertain
task of attributing charges to callers.

■

According to research ^one a
couple of years ago, AfricanAmerican program participants had a
slightly lower grade point average
than other students, but showed that

The program is worthwhile and
benefits students academically.
Tat ia Daniels
assistant director for the Center of Multicultural Student Services
times a semester during their
freshman year.
Once the student has declared a
major, they are still able to meet with
their .transition advisor at any time,
she said.
Daniels said the graduation rate
for transition participants is average
to above ajftrage.

those who participated in the
program had a higher persistence to
graduate verses thdfijftudents who
did not. Bullock saidW**
Daniels said, "Trie program is
worthwhile and benefits students
academically."
"It also builds sense of
community," she said.

non-members and about 25 members.

Harassing Telephone Call *
• An unidentified individual allegedly
made a harassing telephone Call to the
Huffman administrative office at 9:50
a.m. Aug. 25*

Detraction

of

PubHc

Property
• An unidentified individual allegedly
broke the bottom west panel of a south
side dpor of Warren Hall at 1:30 p.m.
Aug. 11.

Destruction of Public
Property/False Fire Alarm
• Unidentified individuals allegedly pulled
the heat detector from bathroom ceiling,
causing a false fire alarm in Eagle Hall at
2:35 a.m. Aug. 28.
Hall staff conducted a room search
and reportedly found 28 people
remaining in their rooms. The students
reportedly will be referred to Office of
Residence Life for disciplinary
procedures due to policy violation.
The fire department reportedly
cleared the scene prior to the resolution
of the matter.

Petty Larceny
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole
an unattended backpack from Godwin
Field between 6 and 7 a.m. Aug. 24.
A groundsman found the discarded
backpack without the wallet and turned it
into campus police. The complainant
later recovered the wallet minus the cash
near the library.
All other contents reportedly were
intact.
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole a
black L.L. Bean backpack from the

Godwin Hall weight room at 8:59 p m
Aug. 28.
The backpack contained a wallet, a
Virginia driver's license, a library card,
$10 cash, a chewbook and
miscellaneous keys.
♦

<

Underaged Consumption of
Alcohol
. • A freshman student was reported^
found vomiting at the intersection of
Bluestone Drive and Duke Drive at 11:42
p.m. Aug. 27.
The subject reportedly stated he had
been served beer on Greek Row but
could not identify the house or houses.
The subject is 17 years old and was
referred for judicial consideration
• A freshman student was referred
judicially for underaged consumption at
the Hoffman Hall bus stop air 11:29 p.m.
Aug. 27. The student is 17 years old.
• A memeber of a fmtemity in Building A
on Greek Row was charged judicially
with underaged consumption of alcohol
after reportedly becoming belligerent with
cadets in front of Building F at 1:54 a.m.
Aug. 28.
Officers advised the student to go to
his off-campusftskJence.
• A freshman student was'charged
judicially with underage consumption at
the Village Gazebo at 1:38 a.m. Aug. 28
The subject reportedly stated he had
been served alcoholic beverages at the
Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity house offcampus and no one reportedly asked for
his age or identification.
The fraternity's role in the matter was
referred to the judicial office.
Number of drunk in public charges since
Aug. 29:0
■
Number of parking tickets issued
between Aug. 22 and Aug. 29:49

IS
JAMES

MADISON

UNIVERSITY

hiring:

Assistant Opinion
Editor

Assistant Graphics
*
Editor

help coordinate the opinion section, dig
up darts and pats, serve on the The
Breeze's editorial board.

draw graphic illustrations, assign
graphics, design pages, help coordinate
the Comics pages.

Training provided for the paid positions. Experience is
helpful. Submit a resume, cover letter and clips to Alison
Boyce, editor, The Breeze, in the basement of AnthonySeeger Hall by Wednesday, Sept. 6 at 5 p.m.

, ■ ■

I

JAMES

MADISON
*

\

~^—

UNIVERSITY

i

GET INVOLVED!
General meeting for anyone who wants to
write, edit, take pictures or be ah artist. No
experience necessary, just enthusiasm.

Thursday, Aug. 31 at 4:30 p.m.
Anthony-Seeger rm. 12

HEY JMU STUDENTS!
\

cm

Limit Of One "Rent 1 Get 1 Free" Offer Per Day • Free Video Must Be Of Equal Or
Lesser Value • Must Show JMU Student ID • Otter Valid August 28 -September 4,1995

HARRISONBURG

103 S. Carlton St
St.
434-0913
Rockingham Square, Rt. 42 South 434-4533

K-fCl*/NtVV

ODCM
OPEN

«n „ „
-._.,
10 am - 11 pm Daily

•

T.„

....
.. ,_ . „ „ ,
Till Midnight Fn & Sat

12 Thursday. Aug. 31. 1995 THE BREEZE

HOW
OPEN!

&*l**
REFLECTIONS
Holistic Health

•Books
•Aromatherapy
•Jewelry
•Herbs
•Theraputic Massage
•Art

CALL G0SMIC PIZZA
WHERE THE PIZZA IS OUT OF THIS WORLD!

1

$1 00

LARGE
1 TOPPING
PIZZA
One coupon per order
Expires 9/30/95

1950C Evelyn Byrd
Behind Valley Mall
Ask about our

Off

any
TWO SUBS

$^99

433-9000

PIZZA of the
MONTH

One coupon per order

Carryout or free
delivery within
city limits

Expires 9/30/95

($5.00 minimum)

LCOMEBACK

ONE OF THE BEST
WEAPONS TO FIGHT
VIOLENT CRIME
DOESN'T COST A DIME.
in:.--

THANK YOU FOR MAKING
OLDE MILL THE PREMIER
STUDENT COMPLEX!!

U'#

An easy 10 minute
walk to campus.

■ £5>

hills to climb
OLDE MILL VILLAGE _ or(No
interstate to cross).
NOW OFFERING FLEXIBLE LEASES
TO ALL STUDENTS...6 MONTH, 9
MONTH AND 12 MONTH LEASES.
AVAILABLE FOR 95-96 SCHOOL YEAR.

Amenities Galore
Pedal on the level - no hills to climb
or interstate to cross.
Only four blocks to campus.
| Energy efficient heat pumps.
Stain resistant wall-to-wall carpeting.
Mini-blinds on all windows.
Basketball courts.
Paved parking spaces.
Pre-wired for telephone.
Telephone & cable outlets in each room.
Deadbolt locks and door viewers on
all apartments.
Well lit parking lot and walkways.
Convenient bus service to campus &

CONTACT THERESA AT OLDE MILL
FOR'DETAILS. PHONE NUMBER 432-9502

COLDLUGLL

BANKER□

HORSLEY AND
CONSTABLE
...

Horsley and
Constable
Property Management
Division

Valley Mall.

Full time management and maintenance.
No sliding patio doors.

432-9502
■■:

■

■

■■-.:

...

■-■

:!:":::::;:::;:"tMiMUft

•
^4
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clayborne's
Olnn«fhoui

ciayrjorne s
WELCOMES BACK
COLLEGE STUDENTS

Entertainment Schedule
Sunday: Football Feyer! Two NFL garnet on all day lent].
Prf-ganw tlarfi it Noon. We are your NFL headouaflen!

"A T*C»IC»L OiatHO
r«rm trace

E)BSe®IUIIMT

Monday: Monday Night Football Madncti! On 3 TV'il

Twidayi: Jimmy Buffell Night.

All Buffelt mutic- and

all the Buffelt ntcettiliet on ipeeial from 7pm to dote!
ortN 7 oovi n wc(K
LUNCH • DINNtH
LI><I Niotir MCMU
1UNOOV MUNCH
•oncTxiNa fan

VALID SUN- THURS
EXP. 9/30
MUST SHOW SCHOOL ID

HOIK
• o.jia.a.-

432-1717

from 8-llpm.
Trwrtday«: Acootlic Performen in our lounge from 8-llpm.

BANDS PLAY OUTDOORS
FROM 6PM TIL DARK

Fridayt: DJ/Daneinj The 'X-Min* tpini from 9:45pm to

CALL FOR UPDATE
432-1717

2tm.
Saturday,: OJ/Dandni

4M-17IT

FRI. SEP 2nd - S.H.aK.e
FRI. SEP 8 - The HEALERS
SAT. SEP 9 - FOUL PLAY
SEP 23rd DAILY PLANET
SEP 30th The SHOOTERS

(INSIDE 9:45PM IF RAINING)

• E"l irli I n. .nt - *
I |h | | ft N . « U
'">'ic far.all Clanlc »ac», *afk, Hadtrnl

ail Uiii»imll» OUd. In lUrtUonbajfi

CLAYBOflH:

< call 432-1717 for deltili each week >

HDN • «■• «U»«HT
mi>| 4 c c«lall art*

HAVE YOU HEARD WH< '.
PLAYING AT

Wedn«idjyi:The aeouitic bind S.H.iK.E. playt in the lounge

IVIDYCM

• ttta»< • o-.r 13 laa'aaa Ciibl".lli"i
• 0...- IS BDD-IIIKI • Chick." Dlihtl
• liliui t Vau.takla Olihti • landMtchaa
• "Hi M..I
• La* t Nan-Pat Itaaa

SGA Senator
and
ss Officer
ation Meeting

9:45pm lo 2am.

Is there
something
you would
like to see
covered
in your
student
newspaper

?
Callus:
\k\

f interested, you must
A's information session^
^nday, Sept. 4,4-5 p.m. m
:ton-Stovall Theatre.
Contact the SGA office (X6376) for
additional information.

News: x6699
Focus: x6729
Style/: x3846
Opinion
Sports: x6709
Photo: x6749

(■
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A dart to the insensitive drunkard who stole and
abused my cardboard camel in Shorts Hall.
Sent in by a woman who will never trust her camel
with anyone else, again.

Alcohol + Driving = Tragedy
Tragedies. The untimely deaths of Brent
You would have to live in a cave to not know the
Rhoades and John Kraus during the 1994-'95 dangers of drinking and driving. But that doesn't stop
school year were, and remain, tragedies. Sadly, people from doing it, or from paying the consequences.
they were preventable tragedies. Police
Ironically, those who suffer the most are often not the
confirmed that drunk driving caused both accidents; people who decide to cruise home after a few brews.
accidents resulting'lfcthe deaths of two young men with One-half of the people killed in alcohol-related crashes
bright futures.
'* ~
are not the ones who had been drinking. Every halfIn October 1994, Brent Rhoades was driving away hour a drunk driver kills someone; every two minutes a
from Harrisonburg when he hit a van and smashed into drunk driver causes injury to another. Just because you
a tree. Rhoades, the only one injured in the accident, are responsible doesn't mean you will make it home
later died. Weeks later, the state police confirmed he alive. Think of the- family and friends whose lives are
had been legally intoxicated.
shattered after a drunk-driving
(i
Shortly
death.snoruy before
oeiore his
DM graduation,
graauation, " Alrnhnl hv itvalfia tint death
John Kraus, star football player
riltunui uy llbeij IS nui
Alcohol by itself is not usually a
lethal
and student, died and his friend USUCllly
CL lethal WCdDOtl
weapon. But a car is a lethal
J
Carey Griffin was severely injured
.
1,11
machine, and mixed with alcohol,
n ^ _
when the car they were in went out
the potential danger is not worth
of control and smashed into
the risk. Alcohol consumption is
several parked cars and finally a
prevalent on college campuses and
tree in downtown Harrisonburg.
follows into adult life. Maybe if
According to police reports, both
college students can get it together
were legally drunk. Griffin, the potential danger IS not and not dri ve intoxicated a bad
"probable
able driver," according to
\A,r\rtU tUa rid "
habit will ei
end now. It has to start
police, was not charged in the
somewhere.
accident, which affected his mental
It's not like driving drunk is the
state.
only option. Set up a designated driver. If that isn't
Did these young men have to die? No. They did not desirable, call a cab. Take the bus. It's free. Walk, but
have to be among the nation's thousands of drunk- don't walk alone.
driving victims every year. One-half of all highway
There's nothing wrong with partying, but putting
fatalities involve alcohol. If it weren't for the lethal yourself in a situation that could kill someone or
combination of alcohol and a vehicle, they could be yourself is wrong. Two drunk-driving deaths in one
leading happy, productive lives today.
school year is two too many. May 1995-'96 be the first
But they are not.
of many years without such tragedies.
Will college students, as well as the rest of the
population, ever learn? After dropping in the 1980s, the The house editorial reflects the opinion of the editorial
number of alcohol-related vehicle fatalities rose board which consists of the editor, managing editor and
considerably between 1992 and 1993.
the opinion editors.

But a car is a lethal
machine, and mixed
with alcohol, the
worth the risk.

Editorial Policy

Alison Boyce ... editor Cyndy Uedthe ... managing editor
Usa Denny .. . opinion editor

UNIVERSITY

—

—

Letters to the editor should be no more than 350 words, columns should be no more
than 550 words, and both will be published on a space available basis. They must be
delivered to The Breeze by noon Tuesday or 5 p.m. Friday.
The Breeze reserves rhe right to edit for clatity and space.
The opinion! in this section do not necessarily reflect the opinion of the newspaper,
this staff, or James Madison University.
Li^J
1
'

An I'm-going-to-get-to-class-on-time pat to bus
route 6A for not stopping at Forest Hills and making
the ride to and from campus a lot shorter. Now there
might be seats left when the bus gets to Ashby.
Sent in by a student who has learned to appreciate
the Harrisonburg Transit.

Dart...
A dart to JMU for not finishing up all the
construction before all the students came back to
school. The field next to Hanson Hall is a mess and
looks terrible. I thought that was supposed to be
finished by the time we came back.
Sent in by a student who appreciates JMU's beauty
and not all the construction.

Pat...

&

An I-love-free-razors-snacks-and-perfume pat to
whomever gave out the Good Stuff boxes in Warren
Hall. I live off campus and still got one because last
year they were so useful in times of crisis.
Sent in by a student who is never out of razors,
and always loves free samples.

Bart...
An I-thought-I-was-being-nice dart to the guy
whom I let crash at my apartment. I appreciated
waking up and finding my money missing in the
morning. That was a real sorry way to say thanks.
Sent in by a student who will think twice before
helping fellow students out from now on.

Pat...
An I-appreciate-cool-professors pat to teachers
who understand and give overrides to students who
desperately need a class. Transfer students especially
have a hard time getting classes, so any help is
appreciated.
Sent in by a transfer student who still only has
three classes.
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Car shopping ups and downs
First time buyers beware
We were then approached by another salesman, Jose", who
Whenever you buy anything, you always need to remember
the expression "buyers beware." This is especially true when sat us down and offered us refreshments. We were thrilled
that two young guys like ourselves were treated with so
you are attempting to buy a car.
This summer I decided that the time had come for me to much respect. Little did we know.
Jose" informed me that he would have to run a credit check
purchase a vehicle. I had just turned 20 years old and felt that a
car would give me the freedom I needed to pull away from my on me. 1 had no problem and was more than willing to supply
parents' control. (Warning: the freedom you get from having a the information. I was so excited to find out I even had a
car is retaken once those monthly payments start arriving in credit history at all.
Jose" returned quickly and informed me that sure enough,
the mail.) Don't get me wrong; I love my parents to no end,
but I couldn't spend the rest of my life waiting for rides to and I, Pete Haggarty, had enough credit to receive financing for
this wonder-machine.
from work.
When I broke down in tears from all the excitement, Jose"
It was time for me to venture out into the big bad world and
do things for myself. What I failed to realize was that the only began his whole spiel on the performance aspects of the
Hyundai Excel hatchback. As
way I could get a car was with
I listened to the performance
my parents' help.
aspects of this road-machine,
Initially, I attempted to
I felt as if I was in one of
pursue financing for this
those Porsche commercials
mythical piece of freedom
flying down the German
mistakenly called a "car" on
— Peter Haggarty
Autobahn at 100+ mph.
my very own. I spent about two
Then, without even blinking
weeks scouring the local
an eye, Jose" began to inform
newspaper searching for deals
me of the terms of the loan.
that fell within my price range.
With only $1,000 down and
Needless to say, I was
monthly payments of $229,
slightly disappointed when I
that little beauty would be my
couldn't find the car of my
ticket to freedom after only
dreams in the $3O-$50 range.
seven short years.
One of the local papers has a
I quickly asked Jose" to do
Saturday special that lists used
the maul on a seven-year loan
cars in various price ranges.
at that amount to find out
Once again there was nothing
how much I would be paying
listed within my extremely
for such a -luxury machine.
generous price range.
Jose told me that it was about
I did see a nice purple El
$20,000 without license,
Camino from 1970 that I had
taxes and registration. For a
my eye on, but some lucky
car that originally cost
person snatched it up before I
$7,000, I would be paying
could get to it. The owners
almost as much as my father
informed me that they had
paid for his Volvo.
received hundreds of calls from
Although I liked the
various people and had finally
Hyundai, I felt that with the
found someone who they
amount of money I would be
thought would cherish the car
and take care of it. They struck me as rather sentimental shelling out, I might as well buy a new Volvo.
We thanked Jose" for his time and informed him we would
people.
Feeling dejected and disappointed that I would never find have to consult with our father before making any impulsive
another purple El Camino, I decided to just get practical and moves. Within one week of this whole traumatic experience,
we received almost two dozen calls from Jose" and Miguel
go for something a little less flashy.
Then it happened one Saturday. (1 know that all of you who and other used car salesmen we had met that same day in our
are reading this article just want to skip to the end and find out quest for the ultimate driving machine.
I quickly began to realize I was slightly out of my league
if I was able to buy an El Camino, but you just need to be
patient and bear with me.) I was reading the newspaper when I and would need my father's help, especially with the
saw a beautiful brand-spanking-new Hyundai hatchback for financial aspects. I simply swallowed my pride and asked,
and found that my dad was more than willing to assist me in
about $7,000.
I immediately ran out of the house and drove with my my search. He also agreed to co-sign a loan with me so I
younger brother Jim to the dealership to get the full scoop on wouldn't have to pay 18 percent interest.
After a few weeks of searching, we found a 1989 Toyota
this ltixury mobile. As we pulled into the dealership, my
stomach turned to knots from all the excitement. I said to Corolla at a local Saturn dealership. We decided to make an
myself "Pete, this is your lucky day. Someone up there must offer on the car and began to pursue financing for the
like you." I pointed toward the heavens and said a brief prayer vehicle.
After weeks of dealing with unctuous New Jersey used
in thanksgiving.
My brother and I walked into the dealership and looked at car salesmen, I had had enough and had almost given up
all the bright shiny cars. We were then approached by a hope on a car. I figured I would be riding my mountain bike
salesman. We exchanged hellos and informed him that we until I was at least 30 years old.
However, the Saturn salesmen were more than willing to
were there to puruse that little beauty that had been recently
deal with us. Before I realized what had happened, I had
advertised.
The salesman's name was Miguel and he made every signed to buy the Toyota for $5,400. My dad kept telling me
attempt to show us the exact same car. Miguel explained to us that we had made a steal of a buy. I was happy either way.
I had realized my dream.
that even though they had indeed advertised a car for that
The moral of this story is to watch out for used car
much it was only one of them and it was purple. Although I
was happy that I didn't have to look at the purple Hyundai I salesmen because they will always try and take you for a
was upset that that same make and model car had a list price of ride. Never ever think that accepting help from your parents
is a taboo thing to do. I had figured that simply because I had
$8,999. Just slightly out of my price range.
My brother test-drove it since I am unable to drive a stick. reached the ripe old age of 20,1 was capable of dealing with
When I got in the passenger seat, I immediately realized that things like this on my own. Boy-o-boy was I wrong about
the windows had been left open during the previous night's that.
Buyer's beware: always read the fine print and be
thunderstorm.
After making two or three trips around the parking lot, we prepared to leave a dealership disappointed.
decided to talk deal with Miguel. He informed us we would
Peter Haggarty is a junior mass communication major
have to talk to another salesman because he had just begun
with a concentration in corporate media.
training in this highly professional field.

Guest Columnist

"ears Ago
by %aren 'Bogan
This is the first Years Ago written for The Breeze. Due to its
newness, I would like to explain its purpose.
Upon receiving a class project last semester, I was forced to
look up old copies of The Breeze. The first Breeze came out in
1922, and I found the articles quite humorous. They also, to my
delight, gave insight into the history, style and attitude of the
time.
I've decided to further investigate past Breezes and share my
findings every fourth issue. I will try to include a wide variety of
topics and will not change anything about the articles,
grammatically or otherwise. Articles will be separated by a row
of stars.
It should be noted that JMU was an all-female school in
1922 and was called the State Normal School for Women at
Harrisonburg, abbreviated H.N.S. Hence, when the students refer
to themselves as "Normal girls," you should not be alarmed.
Normal schools, it should be further noted, existed for the
purpose of preparing students for the teaching profession.
When Samuel P. Duke was named president of H.N.S. in
1919, enrollment stood at little more than 300 students, and
tuition, room and board totaled about $60 per quarter.
Further information about JMU history can be found in
Raymond C. Dingledine Jr.'s book, "Madison College: The First
Fifty Years." Old Breeze articles can be found on microfilm in
Carrier Library. Without further ado...
Dec 2,1922
H.N.S. has at last succeeded in geUing a school newspaper.
The plan presented to the student body by the committee
appointed last spring to work out some way by which we could
start a school newspaper was unanimously adopted last week.
Last year the prep-English classes got out a paper called the
"Go-get-'er". From reading this little magazine the students
realized that there was no reason why the student body should
not have a newspaper. Of course, there was The Virginia Teacher
and The School Ma'am, but the students wanted something more
of their own, a paper in which they could tell all happenings
around the campus and could say exactly what they thought
about things ...
********
After having scanned again and again the box which held the
expressed wishes for names of the new publication, the
newspaper staff has decided in a way, the fairness of which
would not be questioned by the hardest gambler, that the name is
to be "77ie Breeze."
But first, consider some oT the names which were suggested.
"Blue Stone Grit," "Bells of the Blue Stone," "Blue Stone Hill,"
and others with the Blue Stone element, all of which have no
particular significance save the fact that our buildings are made
of Blue Stone.
Then came the "Valley Dictorian," which despite its
stateliness seemed to say good-bye. Next was the "Dingledine."
It might have more appropriately be called "The Logan." Lighter
names from lighter minds seemed to prevail. "The Maniac,"
"The Ketch All." And then came the "Campus Cat," but the
campus is already full o' such. Then one suggested "Antilope,"
but we really can't elope. It has already been tried.
And then came "The Breeze" — it suggested pep, humor,
even quiet and rest. But the staff couldn't agree. Head or Tails?
Up went the quarter. Down came heads. "The Breeze" blows.

Come on girls, let's give every blade of grass its birthright.
Just from a casual glance here and there it would seem that many
blades of all sizes have been ruthlessly mashed into oblivion.
There are some reminders, with words on them, dotted about
where the worst crimes have been committed. After Mr. Dukes'
interpretation of these words, all of us will, of course, spare the
grass.
Nothing has been said regarding the yard surrounding
Cleveland Cottage. Gentle reminders are reposing at conspicuous
places here too, but they seem entirely too gentle. .. The circle
around the sun dial at the end of Jackson Hall is likewise crying
for merciful consideration.
We all want a beautiful campus. Mr. Chappelear is doing his
part, but he can't get very far without the cooperation of every
girl... All together, let's think before we step.
Karen Bogan is a junior English and mass communication
majoi.
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Skydive Virginia!
Skydive Virginia offers a professional Instructional
Staff that has trained thousands of people to skydive,
30+ years of instructional expertise, a clean facility,
& a student safety record unsurpassed in this
area. Find out what other JMU students have experienced
the
"ultimate freefall fantasy" with Skydive Virginia in Louisa, VA. For
brochure with JMU & group discounts;

1 - 800 - 414 - DIVE
'Where professionalism & safety art paramount" J

Breeze
Advertising.

YOU RE
INVITED!!
Welcoming Picnic
YOU ARE INVITED!
WHEN? Sunday at 5:00
WHERE? Canterbury Episcopal Campus
Ministry (next to JM's)
COST? Free,M
Join as for Food. Fan, and Fellowship.
QUESTIONS? Call 432-9613^

WELCOME BUCK
DUKES
7-Elcvtn

1435 Sooth Main St.

6 Flavors of

SLURPEE

It
25< OFF
Super Big Galp
or
Saper Slarpee
44oz.
Limit 1 per customer

Main Street

For more information
on advertising in The
Breeze, please call
568-6127.

We Sell Phone Cards
Save over 50% on long distance calls!

J A M E S

M A D I S O N

U N I V E R S I T Y

Issues from the 1994'95 school year are
available in the The
Breeze office in the
basement of AnthonySeeger weekdays
between 8 a.m. and 5
p.m. The issues will be
recycled after
Thursday, Sept. 14.
R E S E R V E

O F F I C E R S '

•

i

Kick off the new school year
by joining the Breeze photo staff!!!
Meetings are held Mondays and Fridays at 4 p.m. sharp
in the photography room located in the basement of
Anthony-Seeger. If you can't make these times, don't let
that stop you - call Roger or Melissa at x6127 and start
shooting today!

T R A I N I N G

C O R P S

BELIEVE IT OR NOT,
THIS GUY
IS IN CLASS.
Excitement and adventure is the course
description, and Army ROTC is the name.
It's the one college elective that builds
your self-confidence, develops your lead
ership potentialand helps you take on the
challenges of command.
There's no obligation until your junior
year, and that means there's no reasonnot
to try it out right now.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.
Find out more.

Contact Captain Vic Hearne, 568-6094 or
IN% "HearneWV@VAX1.ACS.JMU.EDU"
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Calendar of E^vents
Aug. 31

A PERFECT 10

- Scjpt. 2

Thursday

iBar & Grilll

Puddle Duck

nail salon

Special Guests: Delicious

August 31

September 1

with Baaba Seth (World Beatj

Freaky Friday

manioa/^cs
p&dfouf^&g acmoic noufs
^ Fall Special $35 set of acrylic nails ^

Saturday

Comedic Stylings of

35 Southgate Ct.

Friday

Reverend Billy C. Wirtz

September 2

Return this coupon to:

The WrtexA

Alumni;
Parent:

•¥£$
DYgS

•
•

"you chew 'em - we do 'em''

Wilderness

N

M

Anthony-Seeger Hcdl
^
Jomes Modson University
Horrisonburg, VA 22807

Name:
Address:
Clty:Stote:

Off S. Main St.

Zip:

OUTDOOR WEAR AMD EQUIPMEWT

Subscription:•Fmt Qm$•iulfe Mai
S7S

$30

Payments may be made by check or
money orders. Payments must be
received before subscription begins.
Moke checks payable to The Breeze.

Merrell Eco Hike

Merrell Adirondack

Was $49.95 Now $29.95

Was $79.00 Now $59.00

.r-

\

ir-^i
ItC.

Teva Sandals

30% OFF

1 year old,1991

Cuda Sandals
,.r

50% OFF

One Sport Trail Runner MIds
Were $95.00 Now $75.00

Selected GoreTex
Jacket and other
Waterproof
Breathables
(Includes Mormot,
NorthFace, Lowe,Solstice)

35% OFF

Patagonia Pneumatic
Pullovers

30% OFF

Diamond Brand Book Packs
(Lifetime Warranty)

North Face
Tents & Sleeping Bags

Gramlcci Shorts & Jams

25% OFF

30% OFF

Stevie Ace Flores.

Killed by a drunk driver
on March 23; 1993, on Pacific Coast
Highway inWilmington, Calif.

If you don't stop your friend
from drivingdrunk, who will?
Do whatever it takes.

T-Shirts

30% OFF

15% OFF

I Specials on Selected
• Packs From Dana
[ Designs, Gregory,
• Mountain Smith
Blrkenstock
"Monterey"

Climbing Shoes,
Ropes & Harnesses

15% OFF

15% OFF

FRENDSDONT LETFRIENDS DRIVEDRUNK.
U.S. DepartmentofTransportation

1544 E. Market St.
Harrisonburg • 434-7234

Take Exit 247A off 1-81
On the Access Road to the Sheraton Inn • (2 miles from campus)
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Blues star to play pregame party
Field will be site of festive football fun including music, giveaways
by Rachael Woodall
staff writer
At Saturday's football game, UPB is hoping everyone gets the
blues. Not because the Dukes will lose, but because Bobby
Messano and the New Blues Orchestra will be performing before
this week's game.

They [Messano and the
New Blues Orchestra] are a
big college band and should
perform a really good show."
Rick Seamster
UPB musical events chairperson
Rick Seamster, musical events chairperson for UPB, likes the
band because of its "blues and classic rock-playing style."
The festivities will start at 4 p.m., and will last until the 6 p.m.
game time.
The band is composed of a foursome of musicians. Messano,
who has worked with Steve Win wood and the Blues Brothers on
guitar and vocals, is backed by Chip Sellarole playing
harmonica, Dave Corey on bass guitar and Chris Williams'
drumming talent.
The group plays songs by well-known musicians such as Eric

Clapton, Jimi Hendrix and Stevie Ray Vaughn.
UPB discovered the group's blues and classic rock sound
through East Coast Entertainment and thought it was the kind of
music JMU students would like. Although UPB originally
looked at the band as a possible act for the Homecoming
festivities, Messano's schedule coincided better with this
weekend's festival.
According to Dennis Beyers, marketing coordinator for
athletics, the field festival this year will be "more geared to
students," which was one reason Messano is playing.
"We wanted to build on the success of last year, but make it
more fun," he said. "That's why we decided to have this."
Last year, JMU threw a field festival for every football game,
whereas this year a festivity tent will only be lip at special
events, such as Homecoming and Parents' Weekend.
This year's festivities will also feature a "Sports Arena," an
inflatable play area where students can throw a football to a wide
receiver.
Previously, Messano and New Blues Orchestra have played
with artists such as the Allman Brothers, Bob Dylan and Graham
Parker. Along with these credentials, the band also performed at
Woodstock '94. Although Messano is still looking for a major
record deal, the band has played more than 700 shows since
coming together in 1990.
Not only will JMU students get to hear the music of a blues
great, but Price Club, which is sponsoring the event, will be on
hand to pass out free giveaways and promotions, such as snacks
and coupons, to those who attend.
Seamster believes the band will be a hit.
"They are a big college band and should perform a really
good show," he said.

t

COURTESY OF UPB

Mesano will perform on Godwin field Saturday.

Local restaurant offers alternative to the norm
Blend of atmosphere and great music provides great escape from noisy bars and frat parties
by Karen Bitz
assL style editor
A small intimate setting, live
background music, dimmed lights
and, most importantly, $2 pitchers.
All of these things add up to make
Tuesday nights at Gus' Taverna one
of the best evenings out in
Harrisonburg.

Review
Every Tuesday evening, Gus',
located on Main Street in downtown
Harrisonburg, hosts a jazz night
featuring a small act thaf plays two
sets of light, upbeat music.
The ensembles perform on the
upper level of the restaurant, and

when 1 was there, every chair was
filled with people of all ages.
Although most of the patrons
were college students enjoying the
cheap beer as well as the music (Gus'
sells pitchers of Red Dog for two
bucks all day, every day), the ages
ranged from elderly folks, whose jazz
roots date to the 1930's, to a 3-yearold boy who danced around to the
music.
According to Dave Miller, Gus'
owner, the idea to host a jazz night
came from JMU Professor of Music
Gunnar Mossblad. Mossblad also
does all the arrangements for the
night by inviting his students or his
friends to perform.
"We generally have one biggername band on the first Tuesday of

IAN GKAHAMJstqff photographer

,

The Gunnar Mossblad Quartet plays at Gus' on Tuesday night.
Featured are Mark Whetzel (I), Mossblad and Pete Spaar.
•
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the month," Miller said. "The rest of
the time we have smaller acts like the
JMU ensembles." He added that the
bigger performances cost $2 per set
and the smaller ones cost $1. All
proceeds go to the ensembles.
Still, Miller seems to be profiting
off the venture's popularity. The
restaurant is always pretty busy, but
Tuesdays have really picked up since
jazz night began, according to Miller.
He said he thought the upstairs
setting is perfect for small jazz
concerts.
Although senior Seth Bleakley is
not a big fan of jazz music, he said he
still enjoys Tuesday nights at Gus'.
"It is a nice change of atmosphere
from the typical party scene," he
said.
The performance night began last
spring as a fund-raiser for the JMU
jazz ensemble, which was raising
money to attend the Montreux
Festival in Switzerland, its popularity
turned the night into a regular event,
according to Mossblad.
He said it is nice to be able to
expose the community and students
to jazz music in a relaxed and
informal setting rather than the
typical
concert-hall
type
performance.
Senior Lisa Cassidy agreed.
"Although I am a fan of jazz music, I
really can't enjoy it in a place like
Wilson Hall, or even through the
radio." she said. "The setting allows
everyone to relax, be themselves and
enjoy."
Gus' Taverna is located at 95 S.
Main Street. Show performances
begin at 8 and 10 p.m., but come
IAN GRAHAMIstaff photographer
early to get a seat. All ages can enjoy
the music, but remember you have to Gus' sponsors a jazz night every Tuesday evening. The ensembles
play two two-hour sets.
be 21 to enjoy the $2 pitchers.
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BUSES FOR MELROSE & LOCAL PARTIES

LOWEST RATES AVAILABLE

SKYDIVE!!!
with the skydivers at SKYDIVE ORANGE which has the area's
best student safety record and most experienced instructors.

INDIVIDUAL AIRPORT
TRANSPORTATION

mm
320 S.

AVAILABLE

MAIN ST. HARRISONBURG

Would you
like to share
your opinion
with the
world?
Write a letter
to the editor.

WE CARRYA
COMPLETE UNE OF
PRODUCTS!
Snacks
Beverages
Sports Accessories
Supplies
Ice Cream
Magazines
Balloons
Cards
Gifts
Comics
Cosmetics
Household Products
Health Supplies
Ice
Cigarettes
Flowers
...and More!
We're here when you
need us!
568-3922
M-F 7:30-Mid
S&S 11 -11
"MORE WAYS TO PAY"
Ca»h

Checks

WE MAINTAIN A LOST &
FOUND DEPARTMENT

One day STATIC LINE,
TANDEM, OR AFF first
jumps, and a staff
dedicated to keeping you
and your fellow JMU
students skydiving.

f

6k

-jf

Call and ask for a
brochure including JMU
Student Discounts.
j* located conveniently

%v*/ (540)942-3871

LIVING, •'
OFF-CAMPUS
HAS ITS
moftE LiVili SPACE
AND g&EAT
*£-»iSTANCE
SAViNgS
Sign up now and receive:
• Long-distance service for off-campus living.
• Up to 100 FREE MINUTES/
• Your own bill so there's no confusion over who
made what calls when.

JMU Access Service 1-800-522-4606
Provided by campu»MCI

Sign up at The Post Office, August 28-September 8,10 a.m. to 4 p.m. and
The Commons, September 11-September 15,10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
O MCI Telecommunications Corporation. 1995
'Based on University Dial -1 Interstate off peak rates. It will appear in the form of an invoice credit, up to SO mm , on your second and third months' invoices,
following promotion enrolment total croon wM not exceed 100 mm. Ofte* eaptraevMrVUSt.- .,..,>..,.....
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• "Artist Lecture by Lisa Mahar," 8 p.m. Sept. 4, Duke Hall,
rm.AlOO.
• "Jazz Photographs by W. Patrick Hinely," Sept. 4-29, New
Image Gallery, Zirkle House.

music
• "Bobby Messano and the New Blues Orchestra," * n\.
Sept. 2, Bridgeforth StacHum.
• "Thompson and Tramell Trio Dance Concert," 8 p.m.
Sept. 8-9, Latimer-Shaeffer Theatre.
• "John and Sandra Kryder, Faculty Concert," 8 p.m.
Sept. 19, Wilson Hall.
• "Matthew Sweet," 8 p.m. Sept. 19, Convocation Center.

r<r^.-r^

theatre
• "Sure Thing," 9:30 p.m. Aug. 31, the Little Grill.
• "Twelf Night," 6 p.m. Sept. 8, Arboretum.

movies
Bring on the band!

KYLE BVSSIsiaff photographer

The award-winning JMU Marching Royal Dukes practice on Hillside Field. The band, which is
headed by Dr. Pat Rooney, will perform at this weekend's football game against Morgan State.

• "While You Were Sleeping," 7:30 & 9 p.m. Sept 1-2,
Grafton Stovall Theatre.
• "Outdoor movie: Jaws," 9 p. m. Sept. 1, outside Campus
Center.

*-!
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COLDLUCLL
BANKER □
HORSLEYAND
CONSTABLE

PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT
DIVISION

WELCOME
BACK
STUDENTS!
Thanks for
making our
properties
#1!
434-1173

^Welcome Back JMU Students(0
BASEBALL CARD SHOW
Also comic books & racing memorabilia
OVER 50 TOP DEALER TABLES
OUTSTANDING SELECTION & PRICES

VALLEY MALL
September 1 st thru 4th
(Friday - Monday)

BUY, SELL, TRADE

Drop off for book sale:
Thursday, August 31
Friday, September 1
Purchase books:
Monday, September 4
Tuesday, September 5
Pick up checkj and
unsold books:
Thursday, September 7
Taylor 405
Hours for each day:
9 a.m. to 4 p.m.

BOOKSALE
Volunteers needed! Call X6376

J
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Moving on, yet striving for the same
JMU field hockey team set to start from scratch following its championship season
The players of the JMU field
hockey team refuse to look back.
They may be the defending
national champions, but they don't
let that faze them.
After all, 1995 is a new year with
a brand new team.
"We're stressing this year that the
past is in the past; this is really a
new team," senior forward/
midfielder Kelley Bloomer said.
"We're going to take it one step at at
a time, one game at a time."
Senior
forward
(Catherine Clark said the
team has to put last
year's victories in the
background. "It makes
us push even harder
because we know we
can do it."
Fifth-year coach Christy Morgan
said every team has a different
chemistry, and she is not looking to
replicate the same team that beat
University of North Carolina in last
year's NCAA championship game.
"Our main goal is to be as good
as we can be, appreciate the moment
and really play every moment of
every game," Morgan said. "With
that we can't lose."
But the pressure is still on the
Dukes, who are ranked second
behind North Carolina in College
Sports magazine's preseason
Division I field hockey poll.
Senior back Heather Hoehlein

said the rankings and championship
title put on some pressure but that
the team doesn't focus on polls.
"We've always gone after every
team as if they were number one,"
she said.
The Dukes will face UNC Oct.
21. at Chapel Hill. The team also
plays eight other top-20 ranked
teams throughout the season,
including perennial power and
Colonial Athletic Association rival
Old Dominion University.

Field hockey preview
— Cyndy Liedtke
But Morgan isn't looking ahead
that far. She's focusing on the
season opener versus Radford Sept.
2 at Bridgeforth Stadium.
"We'll build off that," she said.
"Every game is the most important
game of the season."
The Dukes have no key injuries.
The team came into the preseason fit
and ready to play, Morgan said.
Morgan said she had not decided
who will start against Radford or for
the rest of the season, citing that
every position is two-people deep.
"In this system, everyone will play a
key role on the field," she said.
Four players used up their

eligibility last season, but the team
still has six returning seniors,
including midfielder Carole Thate.
Thate led the nation in scoring the
past two seasons and was named
Player of the Year by College Sports
magazine in 1994.
Other returning seniors include
Bloomer, Clark, Hoehlein, forward
Gwen Stoltzfus and back Jennifer
Wilds.
The team also returns 10 other
players,
including
junior
midfielder/back
Kelly
Kreigcr. who started last
year.
The Dukes lost goalie
Heather
Colbert
to
graduation. She now serves
as an assistant coach.
Morgan has not yet decided
who will play in goal but said she
feels confident in this year's goaltending, adding that this year's
defense is strong.
Morgan said she has two very
good goalies: sophomore Tara
Perilla and Georgina Negus, a
freshman from England. Freshman
Adrienne Fragomeni is also
developing, she said.
Negus and Fragomeni are just
two of JMU's 10-member recruiting
class.
Morgan said last year's success
created a lot more interest in the
Dukes, allowing for more recruiting
opportunities.

ROGER WOLLENBERG//>/wW editor
Fifth-year coach Christy Morgan calls out the play during practice.
The national champ coach has compiled a 55-29-2 record at JMU.
In the meantime, Morgan's team
"I look for good athletes with
great attitudes. These freshmen are will continue to focus on the present,
looking for its own success.
doing a great job," she said.
Bloomer said, "Each game we
Some of those freshmen may even
earn a place in the Dukes' starting play, we'll pretend it's the final
game."
line-up, Morgan said.

Set to turn the corner
After years of rebuilding, volleyball team takes aim at top
The rebuilding period experienced by the JMU volleyball
team the past couple seasons now appears over.
With a solid mix of skilled veterans and talented newcomers,
the Dukes are set to turn things around in 1995.
"I think this year we'll fare very well," junior co-captain
Valerie Kaput said. "Last year, we finished fourth in our
conference, and I feel we'll do much better this year."
Fifth-year head coach Mary Harrington, who led the Dukes
to a 15-23 overall record last season, said she believed the club
has greatly improved upon its Achilles' heel from 1994 — a
lack of depth.
"We have a lot more offensive options because now we have
a lot of depth on our team,"
Harrington said. "You'll see that
within our play sets; there are
quite a few more plays going at
the defense."
The added depth allows for
— Matthew
much flexibility.
"In the past, we've had like
nine, 10 players, and this year we have 13, senior co-captain
Debbi Prince said, "And, unlike in past years, they can all play
at a high level."
The club returns four starters from last year: Prince, Kaput,
and sophomores Shelley Vignovich and Latrece Wilson.
Prince, who received All-Colonial Athletic Association first
team honors in 1994, comes off a season in which she tied for
team-high honors in average kills (2.4) and blocks (1.0).
"She's a powerful hitter and a quiet leader," Harrington said.
"Debbi's really cool under pressure and always wants the ball in
pressure situations."
Prince can be found all over the JMU career record books.
The senior middle hitter ranks fifth all-time in solo blocks (72),
fourth in block assists (263), fifth in total blocks (335) and
second in kills (929).
Kaput, a setter and defensive specialist, led the team with 41
service aces and placed second on the squad with 271 digs.
■The Dukes will also benefit by the return of Vignovich,.who

sat out most of the '94 campaign with an ankle injury.
"Shelley's a very strong player — and when she's on, she's
on," Kaput said. "Having her back is going to be a big pan of
our game."
Other returning players are senior Marcey Dodd, juniors
Kristie Davidson and April Spotts and sophomores Leisha Jones
and Bevin O'Connor.
The team should get plenty of action from its fourincoming
freshmen: Mandy Carter, Michelle Hoosty, Kari Kopnicky and
Jamie Neitz.
"We have strong freshmen this year, and we've really bonded
well," Kaput said.
Harrington said Carter, in
particular, will be a very exciting
freshman to watch. Carter's
abilities, however, are currently i
hampered by shin splints.
Another thing that could help
Provence
the Dukes this season is a
reduced schedule of games.
"Our schedule last year was so heavy that we were exhausted
by the time we ever got to our key matches — which were the
conference matches that we played towards the middle and end
of the season," Harrington said.
"This year we'll have plenty of time to rest, analyze film and
focus on whatever we need to work on."
The team to beat in the CAA remains George Mason
University, which is returning everybody from its 1994
championship club.
But whereas clashing with the Patriots will prove tough,
Harrington has much confidence in the Dukes.
"We always want to be competitive with our league, but
being champions is always within our reach and within our
hopes," Harrington said.
The team opens its season with the Labor Day Duke Out
tournament, which will be held Sept. 1 and 2 in Godwin Hall.
The Dukes play at 4 p.m. and 6 p.m. Sept. 1, and at noon and 2
p.m.Sept.2.
•
■«
*
»

Volleyball preview

KYLE BVSSIstaffphotographer
Senior Debbi Prince siams a-ball during practice Tuesday.
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The Office of Student Activities Troudly Presents The,...
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Nuts and Bolts
Workshops

<S*. Basket City

For Fall Semester 1995

Welcome Back Students
*

.-■«

Rose Special

Wednesday, September 6 From 5:00 p.m.
To 6:00 p.m., Taylor Hall, Room 302

$15.95 dz. (cheaper by dozen)

Workshop Dates For The Remainder Of The Semester Are As Follows:

Wrapped / Boxed Only
^ a & a ^ In Store Purchase ^ a * * *
t*

*/

Location
* Cilp & Save *
243-NeffAve.

IConvwaloitj
PAX

Valley Center

L_M_J

K.ik
RESERVOIR

(Behind Valley

X * X * X

sioplighi

The First Workshop Will Be Held:

All Credit Cards Accepted
• •••••••••
540-433-7789
Out of State
800-822-0577

Monday - Sept. 11
Monday - Sept. 25
Wednesday ■ Oct. 11
Tuesday - Oct. 24
Wednesday - Nov. 1
Monday - Nov. 13
Monday - Dec. 4

6-7 p.m.
4 - 5 p.m.
5 - 6 p.m.
6 - 7 p.m.
4 - 5 p.m.
5-6 p.m.
4 - 5 p.m.

Taylor 400
Taylor 402
Taylor 302
Taylor 302
Taylor 309
Taylor 302
Taylor 203

Mall)
Wire Services Available
for Around the World

u

(Please sign up by returning the registration form
you received in your dub (P.O. bo% to "Taylor ttiall205,
or if you do not have a form in your possession just stop
by "TayCor 205 and registration forms zvillbe provided!
If you are not able to attend any of the scheduled
workshops or if you have any questions,
please contact Chad Smith at X653S orX7893.

*** If any of the reservationists for your club or
organization attended a Nuts & Bolts workshop
during spring semester 1994, fall semester 1994, or
spring semester 1995, those individuals would not
be required to attend another workshop. However,

Keep current. Selve the world. Shop.
Cybersurf. Get the score. Plan a weekend.
Research a term paper. Enroll now.
We'll bring The Washington Post to you seven days a week for just $1.35 a
week—less than the price of a cappuccino! Less than you'd pay at the newsstand for the Sunday Post alone! Just call your local Post distributor, Michael

£?»*£ !tXt EM;*SS mto**mi**w
0221.

-

If you don't get it, you don't get it.

those individuals would need to stop by Event
Planning Office in Warren Hall Room 303 to update
the reservation file for their club or organiztion. ***
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Men's soccer team ready to win back respect

n

Despite losing several key players from '94, the club is poised for the upcoming challenge
After three years of Colonial Athletic
Association domination and NCAA postseason
play, it is difficult to imagine the men's soccer
team with a lack of respect.
Yet, as the Dukes enter the 1995 season,
they are-ranked in only one major preseason
soccer poll and are the underdog to win their
fourth-straight CAA crown.
"Nobody's giving us a lot of respect this
year, really," head coach Tom Martin said.
"That's fine. We're out to prove them wrong;
we're out to take it as a challenge."
The Dukes, ranked 20th by Soccer News, are
coming off their most successful season in
school history. They won their third CAA
crown, had a 20win season and
advanced to the
quarterfinals of
the
NCAA
tournament.
— John
The biggest
challenge the
Dukes face in '95 is replacing the talent lost'
from last year's club.
The turnover is noticable all over the playing
field, starting up front. Last year, the starting
forwards were seniors Brent Bennett, an AilAmerican and JMU's all-time leading scorer,
and Mark Mathewson, the co-offensive MVP in
'94.
Martin, however, prefers not to dwell on
those losses.
"We could very easily sit back and say,
'Hey, look, we lost A, B, C, D, E, F, G; lets just
write this off,' but that's not the case at all,"
Martin said. "We can play."
The Dukes will likely start sophomores
Geoff Honeysett and Jake Edwards this year:
Both saw some playing time last year, and
Honeysett scored eight goals.
»

The midfield for the Dukes remains solid,
despite the loss of 1994 CAA Player of the
Year Kaarlo Kankkunen. Kankkunen, also an
Ail-American, graduated a year early in May
and returned to his native Finland. Returning is
senior Patrick McSorley, who is already fifth on
JMU's all-time scoring list, and is coming off a
strong showing in the NCAA tournament.
Senior co-captain Nate Fairchild, a solid starter
for three years, is also back.
The defense remains solid, although it lost
1994 defensive MVP Graham Perkovich. Two
seniors, all-conference selection Kyle Swords
and sweeper Danny Ensley, return.
At the heart of the defense, the Dukes have
junior
cocaptain Barry
Purcell back as
goalkeeper.
Purcell
is
coming
off
a
Taylor
stellar season
which saw him
rank fifth in the region in goals-against average
(1.6), as well as earning the CAA Tournament
MVP honor.
Purcell said he likes the team's chances this
season, despite the departure of so many quality
seniors.
"You can't really replace those guys,"
Purcell said, "but we're returning five senior
starters, so it really isn't a young team."
The injury bug is another hurdle the team is
already battling. Many players, including junior
midfielder/defender Mark Miles and Edwards,
have already lost valuable practice time due to
recent and old injuries.
"We've had some injuries early that have
really kind of set us back a little bit during
preseason," Purcell said, "but once everyone
returns, we'll be strong."

Men's soccer preview

FILE PHOTO
Junior goalkeeper Barry Purcell gets massive air while making a save versus William
& Mary last season. Purcell was the MVP of the 1994 CAA Tournament.
"There's a lot of unknowns," Martin said, team that we have to solve yet," Martin said.
"and we can't really look at that until we get "The pieces are there, but we've got to get them
everybody healthy."
in the right framework or combination."
According to Martin, depth is going to be
The Dukes will kick off the new season with
important this year, as well as less experienced the JMU/Sheraton Inn Tournament this
players stepping up and accepting their new weekend. The Dukes play host to Duquesne
roles.
University at 3:30 p.m. Sept. 2 and Philadelphia
"There's a lot of pieces of the puzzle to this Textile at 3:30 p.m. Sept. 3.

New
Name Brand
First Quality
Sportswear at
Discount

Huge Back to School Sale
on all Bikes in Stock!

Ride away today on a

$ GIANT BIKE.
t^ri

See our great selection of
bikes for commuting or for
the serious off road rider.

Personal Service with
Competitive Prices!

SPORTSWEAR ™*>

Starter Hockey Jersey $25...reg. $69
Starter/Apex Stadium Jackets
$78.50...reg. $140
CCM Team Hats $7.00...reg. $20
located in Old Things
124 S. Main St.
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
(540) 574-6109

Financing Available
Visa - MasterCard - Discover

879-2011
Just Minutes From Campus
42 South of Harrisonburg, 2 1/2 Miles

cc
ft
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NICKLEBVS
oLD EASHIONED
SCREAM PABI^
Featuring..
Gourmet Coffee By.

4080 EVELYN BYRD AVE.
HARRISONBURG
(540)434^1391
OPEN: MON. - SAT. 10 a.m. - 10 p.m.
SUN. NOON - 9 p.m.
WILL BE OPEN 8 a.m. -10 p.m.
MON. - SAT. BEGINNING
SEPTEMBER 11
RT. 33 (E. MARKET ST.)
VALLEY

MALL

Rtn

STUDENTS - SHOW I.D. &
SAVE 10% NOW THRU
SEPTEMBER 15th

IOBSTF.R

w

I

SHOTSlhS

THAT DANCE PLACE
FOR (FILL YOUR DANCING NEEDSI
Dance, Exercise, <fi gymnastic Wear, Capezio,
Baryshnitov,c Dance Jrance, Eurotard
Ballet, lap, Polnte, <)azz <fi
gymnastic Shoes by Capezlo

433-1713
33 N. Federal St.
Harrisonburg. Vfi
Monday - Saturday, 10-6
10% discount with JMU ID
Downtown across from Crestar ATM machine

yjm^

Q: What's
the easiest
way to
reach the

14,000
members of

the JMU
community?
A: Breeze
advertising

.

i !

Call
Maggie
Mayall,
advertising
manager,

at x6127
for more
info.
\

m
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GUEST
PREDICTOR

Picks of the week

Last week
Season total
Winning percentage...

Matt Provence
sports editor
0-0
00-00-0
.000

Michigan

Washington

Oakland
?nver
It is a brand new year for Picks of the Week, and with it, a panel of several new
prognosticators. This comes as great news to the only returnee from last year's group —
editor Alison Boyce.
Alison has a lot to prove this season after finishing in the tank in '94. But after pulling her
teeth to have her back, the panel is now worried that she will blow the rookies away in
avenging last year's humiliation.
- If Alison is considered the preseason favorite, she will not come away champ without a
tough battle from sports editor Matt Provence. Matt, who claims (without popular belief) to be
the ultimate sports guru at JMU, brings a poor slate with him from Sports Talk — the WXJM

BLUE
RIDGE
COMICS

Pete Haggarty
asst sports editor
0-0
00-00-0
.000

Jerry Niedzialek
sports writer
0-0
00-00-0
.000

Alison Boyce
editor
0-0
00-00-0
.000

Nebraska
Illinois
Washington
Colorado
Miami

Nebraska
Michigan
Washington
Colorado
Miami

Nebraska
Illinois
Washington
Colorado
Miami

New England
Chicago
Oakland
Denver

Arizona
New England
licago
San Diego
Denver

New England
Chicago m
Oakland
Denver

Adam Hordell
Press Box host

Nebraska
Michigan

Washington
Colorado
UCLA

Arizona
New England
. Minnesota
Oaklant

Denver

sports show on which he finished near the bottom in '94 predicting.
Pete Haggarty, the assistant sports editor, could provide a challenge for the throne.
However, he appeared more like a door mat when I asked him who he liked in the San Diego
vs. Oakland game, and he responded. "Is Mark McGwire still hurt?"
If there is a sleeper on the panel, it is without question Jerry Niedzialek. Jerry, a work
horse writer with fine ability, quietly knows the ins and outs of the world of football.
Despite being criticized for copying picks from ESPN, Adam Hordell possesses the ability
to show-up the panel. Adam, who also co-hosts Sports Talk, won the WXJM predictions last
year. But don't wony panel, his picks were due in before he could watch the Men Report.

We know you want it
We Deliver
"Let tonight be your first time"

Dukes Plaza Shopping
Center
Harrisonburg, VA. 22801
(540)432-9716

. SAMPLE MENU
THE JASON: Turkey Breast. Bacon,
Melted ProTOlone, W/Works
THE BRONX ZOO: Hun, Turkey, Rout Beef
Bacon, Melted Proroionc
THE GARDEN (Madison Square):
Lettuce, Tomato, Onions,
Green Pepper, Cucumber,
Broccoli, Vinegar A OH
add Cheese.

,,

5.3*
3-50

35

( 2 SUb minimum )

jfx^nfai SWING
rz

4.60

Vntt

Hours: Monday - Thursday 10 a.m. - Midnight
Friday - Satuiday 10 a.m, • 10 p.m.
Sunday 11 a.m. - 5 p.m.

n^ifig ACTION
(aatmes/Non- yj[[f[
' spoift/Cards,
\ Supplies,
More Game
SaUtr-Mai c.«k kMkx, tnfc werfcidu,
playing Area mi fnafck meh are mliMe it

BLUE RIDGE COMICS

Delicatessen

forget New York Style... TO ARE New York
Skyline Village, Next to Rack & Sack
Bus routes 7A & 1

433-4090

Ul

"■ — ■»»■
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BASKETBALL
jiviu recruits New Yorker
Dwayne Edwards
Dwayne Edwards, an athletic 6-foot-4
shooting guard from LaSalle Academy in
New York City, has signed with JMU.
Edwards will join incumbents Darren
McLinton, Ryan Culicerto and James
Pelham as Lefty Driesell tries to offset the
loss of shooting guard Kent Culuko and
swingman Louis Rowe.
Edwards averaged 14 points and five
rebounds for a 24-2 club that was ranked
No. 6 nationally last winter.
Joining Edwards in the freshman
recruiting class are: Eugene Atkinson, a 6foot-5 swingman from St. Anthony's High
School in Jersey City, N.J.; Chuck Gilbert,
a 6-foot-5 small forward from Cathedral
High School in Indianapolis; Davon Harp,
a 6-foot-7 power forward from
Brookhaven High School in Columbus,
Ohio; and Ned Felton, a 5-foot-10 point
guard from St. Anthony's.
All five recruits have met the NCAA
academic eligibility requirements for
freshmen.

31

Fn;u) Ho( KI;\
JMU ranked No. 1 in Preseason
Poll
Team
1. James Madison
2. North Carolina
3. Connecticut
4. Old Dominion
5. Ohio State
6. Boston University
7. Northeastern
8. Iowa
9. Virginia
10. Penn State

Pts.
60
54
47
42
37
30
24
16
13
7

BASEBALL
Walk-on tryouts
For all those interested in trying out for
the baseball team, walk-on tryouts will be
held Sept. 25 & 26 at 3 p.m. If you have
any questions or need more information,
stop by Godwin Hall rm. 304.

FOOTBALL

LACROSSE

Hostesses wanted

Kridel hired as asst JMU
lacrosse coach

For all women interested in working as
football hostesses for the 1995 season,
please attend the meeting on Sept. 7 at 9
p.m. in the football offices. If you have
any questions, please call the football
office*located in Bridgeforth Stadium at
x6517.

Thursday. Aug. 31. 1995

Wendy Kridell, a graduate of Delaware
University, has been the head coach at
Roland Park School in Baltimore, Md.
since 1990 and has been the assistant
coach with the U.S. under-19 national
team since 1994.

CC*JPE5ECE

Standings
Mid-Atlantic Division
YC Overall PF PA
Pukes
j&
Morgan State JMU
o-o
o
0
o
Williamand Mary 0
0-0
0
0
Game: Morgan State at, JMU, Sept. 2, 6 p.m. Delaware
0
00
0
0
Villanova
0-0
0
0
0
Dukes notes: The Dukes return most of their
0
0
0-0
0
key players from the 10-3 1994 squad. The Northeastern
Richmond
0
0-0
0
oDukes reached the second round of the NCAA
Division I-AA playoffs before being edged in New England Division
overtime by Marshall. JMU will be returning 40
YC Qvtrall PF PA
lettermen and the team has been listed among New Hampshire
0
04)
0
0
Division I-AA'; top 10 teams in several Boston Univ.
0-0
0
preseason polls. Despite the team's large group Massachusetts
0
0-0
of returners, JMU's 1995 schedule won't allow Connecticut
0-0
0
Wood an easy transition into the head coaching Maine
0-0
0
ranks. The Dukes will play eight Yankee Rhode Island
(HI
0
Conference games, a designated non-league
game at defending league champion New This vretk's schedule
Hampshire, as well as a September home game Morgan State at JMU
with McNeese State. Last season, McNeese State William & Mary at Virginia
compiled a 10-3 record and was an NCAA McNeese State at Southwest Missouri
Division I-AA quarterfinalist. This year, the team Maine at Lock Haven
has appeared as high as third in some preseason Richmond at Virginia Military
polls.
Last Season's Records
10-3-0
Morgan State scouting report: Although JMU
William
and
Mary
8-3-0
the Bears are coming off a disappointing 3-8
7-3-1
season of, they are looking to returning rusher Delaware
Villanova
5-6-0
Andre Thomas to provide strong leadership.
Northeastern
2-9-0
Wood says: "We are just going to take each Richmond
3-8-0
game one at a time and not worry about how New Hainpshire
10-2-0
good or how bad they may be. We don't prepare Boston University
9-3-0
for each game based on whether a team appears Massachusetts
5-6-0
to be strong or weak."
Connecticut
4-7-0
Maine
3-8-0

%■»

"».»

Be a part
of the action!

JAMES

MADISON

UNIVERSITY

Write for Breeze sports.

is hiring:

Call Matt and Pete
at x6709.

• Assistant Opinion
Editor

Would you like to
share your opinion
with the world?
Write a letter
to the editor.

•Assistant Graphics
Editor

ess

Training provided for the paid positions.
Experience is helpful. Submit a resume,
cover letter and clips to Alison Boyce,
editor, The Breeze, in the basement of
Anthony-Seeger Hall by Wednesday, Sept.
6 at 5 p.m.
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Tho style of wavo3.

Back-to-school is
about more than
clothes - its about
total style.

Waves make things happen. And when you're getting
your back-to-school style together, our salon and
Matrix® Essentials can help make it happen for you
with Fab-U-Looks USA'95. All the waves you want
to see - and want to be seen in. Waves to go subtle.
Waves to go wild. To real-life waves that won't dictate
your look - just make it fabulous. Call us today for
your style appointment.

SHKAK IMAGE
l9IOEricksonAve.
Hurrisunhurg. VA
(540)432-6775
Open Tucs.- Sat.

$5.00 off Perms
$2.00 off Haircuts

#

#

#

When A Stretch Limo Is Inappropriate, And
A Taxi Will Just Not Do, We Offer Discreet
Luxury Sedan Services Customized To Your
Needs And Schedule. By Appointment.
Offering Services For:
• Airport Arrivals/Departures To/From Valley Regional, Charlottesville, Dulles
• Social Occasions/Shopping/Dinner
• Theatre/Concerts

fil.ENN P. FARABAUGH

Walk-ins Welcome

PLEASE

Crest Transportation

#

289>5874

#

SOME FUN & EXCITEMENT?

LOOKING

ft
ft

#

*

POINT BLANK

ft
*

RECYCLE

ft

#

*

ft

•-

ft

PAINTBALL

#

ft

#

Paintball is America's fastest growing participant sport. It has
been described as "the most fun you can have with your

ft

ft

clothes on." Now you can play this exciting sport right here In
ft

Harrisonburg at Point Blank Paintball Fields, Just 5 minutes
from campus. Bring your own equipment or rent ours.

4

ft
ft

CALL 564-0002
ft

• Group Rats* Available
• Walk-ons Welcome on Weekends

• Ages 10 A up

For more
information
please call

568-6127

•
•
•
•

Full Line of Paintball Game Supplies
Pro Shop Service Available
Multiple Fields for All Type* of Games
League Games Coming Soon

RATES
•
•
•
•
•

/

$8.00 Field Fee Per Day
$7.50 Weekend Pass
$10.00 Equipment Rental
$6.00 Per 100 Premium Paintballs
$5.00 Per 100 Regular Paintballs

ft

* CALL FOR BULK DISCOUNTS *

ft

Play In Tournaments • Team Challenges (Great For Sports Teams/Frats/Sororities)
############

ift

ft
####m ■
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COMICS
Calvin and Hobbes\BM Watterson

Verisimilitude\Brent Coulson

MERE'S STINW.TUETMKIw;
SOCK' MI.STtKW.' SM

THAT BARN "THROW tWR WKE'
AD MADE IT SOUND LIKE
EVER-tCNE VtCMLO 8E FOOLED

i

VWO IS OUT THERE TO
INSPIRE US NITH A
PE690MM. EXAMPLE OF
VIRTUE AND SELFSKRlFKE
H TOE NAME OF A HIGHER
GOOD'

*» CAN WE LOOK Up TO?
BUSINESS LEADERS? SfcRTS
FIGURES? POLITIQANS?
CELEBRITIES? HECK, yCRE
LUCK1 IT THE1 DoNT END
--, UP IN PRISON.'

FORTUNATELY, IF Vfc CANT
GET INSPIRATION.. HEU
ACCEPT ENTERTAINMENT

"V

^X

*=. USUAL,
TOE HERD
BUSINESS
15 UP TO ME.

Close to Homc\Jobn McPherson

C'WlJ^.WJWt—Ow »iJwrW*«i

"We're in luck, Dave! I found my Triple-A card!

Night Life \Mario Nozzarella
f\ [THEY Vv€ftE
BROTHERS, WflP£ 0UT
HRRP
COST
J VzcroRxo^s, fi/f
0 HfiLF
QNP rnoRGw

"Wait a second, Don! It's not broken! My knee had
just loosened the plug! See?!
It's working fine now!"

PST

TBW&\

UP TO PEFEKT HITECH \#EftPONS SflUG

WITH PeflrH
LEFT Htm
SHPi)f£M.

To TRaCK PovJtJ
THE \^£^FOK/S WHICH

ENSLAVE? &y LOQP SJTHB'S

'-Z

)
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GEAR UP FOR

CaMPuS I

Survival
check list

urv«vaL

j Phone cords and accessories
!

IN THE DORM

: j TV, VCR and video accessories

49"

Upright cordless phone
won't tie you down

Voice-activated
micro answerer

j Security devices
u Computer and accessories

CCT circuitry provides excellent
clarity and range. Handy baseto-handset paging. #43-IOO5MB

Don't miss important calls
when you're not in your
room. Remote operation.

J Batteries

• 43-752MB

: J Stereo equipment, speakers
and audio accessories

24"
Basic trim phone
saves space

j Heavy-duty flashlight

Lighted keypad for dialing
in the dark. Three colors.

J Smoke alarm

Whit*. #43-585MB Almond.
#43-586MB Grwy, #43587MB

j Part-time job (see the manager
of your local Radio Shack store)

cassette music
system with E-Bass

AM/FM

fuLcH
Shielded die-cast
2- way A/V speaker

j Alarm clock or clock radio

Compact speakers let ycu share
the music, headphones let you
listen privately. #M.I209MB

*

HP

Great for use near PC
or TV. 4" woofer and
1" soft-dome tweeter.

Indoor TV/FM antenna
improves reception

Black, #40-2O48MB.
While. M0-2099MB

Fine-tuning control for clearer
picture and sound.
»15-1806MB

IN THE CLASSROOM
AC accessories to power your dorm

«*

4-outlet adapter. 2-prong. MI-MIMB
2.99
6-outlet surge protector in metal housing. #ei-2i3iM .... 22.99
6-outlet adapter. For 3-prong outlets. MI-»22MB
3.99
6-outlet power strip. Master on/off switch, MI-MMMB
8.99
Single outlet spike protector. MI-27BIMB
6-99
6-ft. 3-OUtlet eXt. COrd. Whit», M1-2744MB. Bro«m, M1-2745MB
1.99

39"

Mlcrocassette
recorder

9-ft. 3-OUtlet eXt. COrd. Whit*, M1-2746MB. Brown, H1-2747MB
15-ft. 3-outlet extension cord. WI.274MB

Great for recording class
notes. Easy one-hand
operation. Two speeds.
H4US9MB

Scientific calculator

Radio /haek
Gift ipExpress
We can wrap a gift, add a card and ship it
anywhere in the US via FedEx* delivery
service. For a store near you or to order, call
1-800-THE-SHACK*"

Stores up to 12 frequently used
formulas and runs them with
just a few keystrokes, WS-BOBMB

Advanced thesaurus

2.39

3.49

Prices apply at participating Radio Shack stores and dealers. Items not available at a participating store
can be special-ordered (subnet to availability) at Ike advertise* once A participating store will otter a
comparable value It me product is sold out Independent Radio Shack dealers and franchisees may not
be participating in this ad or stock or special-order every item advertised Copies ot applicable warranties are available upon request at stores tor inspection before sale, or by writing Customer MeWOni
1400 One Tandy Center, Fort Worth TX 76102 FedEx trademarks used by permission

Small enough to carry in your
backpack or purse. #63-2IIOMB

franklin is i registered trademark ot Franklin
Electronic Publishing, Inc.

Radio /hack

You've got questions. We've got answers SM

THE

REittm SHOP'

RadioVhaek
Out of whack? Out of warranty? We fix
most major brands of out-of-warranty
electronics. For a store near you, call
l-BOO-THE-SHACK8"

CLASSIFIEDS
FOR RENT
Refrigerators - 2.2 cut, S40/yr. or
sale $50. 433-1223

FOR SALE
SuMkl 250 motorcycle - Garaged,
6,000 miles, 80 mpg. Great for
ladles,
beginners,
student
commuters. Free riding lessons If
needed. $995. 433-7916

Loft bed - Can deliver, $50. Call
432-9706.
1995 specialized Stumpjumper 20" with future shock. XT/LX
components, grip shift. Good
condition. New, $1,200. Must sell.
$750. Mike, 434-2087.
Campaq 386 Proilnea - Monitor,
keyboard. Bret, 564-6427; after
5p.m., 434-8229. $650.
Bible study and music! Thursday
night at 7p.m. Canterbury Episcopal
Campus Ministry (across from
jM's). Please Join us!

HELP WANTED
Housecleanlng - 2 or 3 days/wk.
Your hours. 568-3068
Chlldcare for faculty children Afternoon hours. 568-3068.
Earn $2,500 * free Spring Break
(rips! Sell 8 trips & go free! Best
trips & prices! Bahamas, Cancun,
Jamaica, Florida! Spring Break
Travel! (800)67&6386
$1,750 weekly possible - Mailing
our circulars. For Info call (202)393
7723.
Help wanted at Mr. J'sl 8-3. Wed..
Fn., Sat. More hours available. 5640416.

•1.000 Fundraiser - Fraternities,
sororities & student organizations.
You've seen credit card fundraisers
before, but you've never seen the
Cltfcank fundraiser that pays $5 per
application. Call Donna at
(800)932-0528 x65. Qualified
callers receive a free camera.
***" coaches needed - Part-time
by Hunter McGuire School, Verona,
K-2 and grades 3-4 teams. 2482404 or 433-5078.
Alaska employment - Fishing
industry. Earn up to $3,000$6.000+/mo. Room & board!
Transportation! Male/Female. No
experience necessary! (206)5454155 XA53251
Cruise ships now hiring - Earn up
to $2.000+/mo. working on cruise
ships or land-tour companies. World
travel. Seasonal & full-time
employment
available.
No
experience necessary. For more info
call (206)6340468 XC53251.
Part-time typist help needed Must be proficient at typing 60
wpm. 2 hours - 4 hour shifts,
flexible schedule. Apply at Chandler
G16 office.
line Cook needed - Experience in
saute and broiler a plus. Above
average pay with experience. Apply
or call Mill Street Grill. (540)8860656 after 12:00 noon,

Hustle pays! Earn up to 510/hr.
potential delivering for Mr. Gattl's.
Must have own car. Insurance,
desire to work hard; flexible
schedule. Apply in person or call
4330606. Cloverleaf Shopping
Center, next to Best.
$331.00. sell 72 funny college Tshirts, profit $331.00. Risk-free.
Choose from 27 designs, or design
own. Free catalog. (800)700-4822.
Lounge
waltstaff,
cooks,
entertainers & bands. Apply at
Claybome's.
Part-time housekeeper - For 2
homes in walking distance to JMU.
Call Tina. 433-1833,
LOUNGE WAITSTAFr
LINE COOKS
PREP COOKS
BANDS
ACOUSTIC ENTERTAINERS
APPLY AT CLAYBORNES
221 UNIVERSITY BLVD.
Concessions Is Wring - Looking for
full-time students who are hard
working, reliable, and work well with
others. Beginning pay is $5.29/hr.
If interested call x3960 or submit
an application in office, located
below Grafton StovaH theater.

SERVICES

Waltitaff wanted - Apply Pano's
Restaurant between 10:00 a.m.
and 9:00 p.m. 434-2367

National DJ Connection - Melrose
parties, formals, 10,000+ songs,
Karaoke. 433O360

Tour Ouldes wanted - No
experience necessary. Previous
applicants need not apply. Call for
appointment. Endless Caverns,
896-2283.

Classic Touch Invites students to
stop by Monday-Wednesday for
special rate on haircuts. 5640212

Waitresses needed at Jess' LunchShort order cooks needed at Jess'
Lunch. Both apply In person only at
22 S. Main St.

Mane Attraction Hair Designs and
Tanning - JMU's closest salon.
433-22^.2, closed Mondays.
Fast, accurate word processing Typing. Free delivery. Call Lot. 2494951.

Mister Chips
Services
•Laundry & Dry Cleaning
In By 8:30 a.m.
Back By 5 p.m.
•Same Day Rim
Processing
In By 8 a.m.
Back By 4:30 p.m.
•On-Campus Rowers &
Balloon Delivery
M-F 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
•Postage Stamps &
Gift Certificates
Available Daily
Free financial aid! Over $6 billion in
private sector grants & scholarships
is now available. All students are
eligible regardless of grades,
income, or parent's income. Let us
help. Call Student Financial
Services, (800)264-6495 XF53251.

THE BREEZE

SPRING BREAK
Spring Break! Travel free with
SunSplash
Tours.
Highest
commissions paid, at lowest prices.
Campus representatives wanted to
sell reliable tours. Jamaica,
Cancun. Bahamas, Daytona.
Panama City and Padre. (800)4267710
Spring Break '96 - Sell trips, earn
cash & go free! Student Travel
Services Is now hiring campus
representatives. Lowest rates to
Jamaica, Cancun, Daytona and
Panama City Beach. Call (800)6484849.

WANTED
Babysitter needed - For JMU Grad
student baby. Nights/Weekends.
4336550
Softball Officials! Sign-up in Warren
303. For more info contact
University Recreation Intramural
Office, x3940.

PERSONALS
Melrose party! You need our music!
National DJ Connection. 433O360

Horseback riding - Hunt seat
lessons. 30 mm. from JMU, carpool
with your friends! Reasonable rates.
Also, working student positions
available, experienced riders
preferred. 828-3223 for info., leave
message.

Bring this ad to The Studio - And
get $3 off any hair service. Call
434-8188 for an appointment.

The Honor Council is now accepting
applications for Representative
positions. Applications can be
picked up In Taylor 228 or call
x6383 for Info.

Klckboxtaig and Karate - For men
and women. Circuit training, great
workout. Halterman Karate and
Kickboxlng. Call 4343824.

Back Issues of The Breeze from
1994'95 available until Sept. 14
weekdays from 8 a.m.-5 p.m. at The
Breeze offices in the basement of
Anthony-Seeger. Hall.

Great DJ tunes! Melrose, formals.
Brother/Sister dates. NDJC. 4330360.

Karaoke at your next event? Great
songs! Call NDJC, 4330360
Young childless couple searching
for a baby to love and adopt. Call
(800)249-1927, access code 43.
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Hey commuter students!
Coma by the
Center for Off-Campus Living
on the first floor of Taylor Hall
to pick up JMU temporary and
Harrisonburg phone books,
bus schedules
.
and to fill out a blue card.

All commuters
must fill out a blue card
by September 8
or a hold will be placed
on your records.
Questions?
Callx6071.
Considering adoption? Affectionate,
loving married couple unable to
have children desires Infant to
adopt. Legal and confidential.
Please call Steve & Katie collect at
(703)971-3725.
Do you get sick of yourself when
you think of me?

Wesley Foundation
Picnic & Hike
to Big Meadows
has been rescheduled to
Saturday, Sept. 30
at
11 a.m.
Thinking about Joining a sorority?
Sign-ups for sorority Rush are on
the commons now! Come join the
fun of sorority life.
Scheduled to appear Sept. 19 The sweetest guy in the world!
Brought to you by UPB.
Panhellenlc welcomes everyone
back! Hope you had a great
summer.
Matthew Sweet In concert Tuesday, Sept. 19. Check out
Monday's Breeze for ticket info!
Work for The Breeze x6127

7

Q: How do I place a classified in The Breeze .
A: It's easy!
All you have to do is come in person to The Breeze's office in the
basement of Anthony-Seeger (across Main Street) weekdays
between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m.
Cost: $2.50 for the first 10 words, $2 for each additional 10
words; Boxed classifieds, $10 per column inch.
Deadlines: noon Friday for Monday issues, noon Tuesday for
Thursday issues.
Classifieds must be paid in advance in The Breeze office.

Breeze classifieds: cheap, classy, clever — and effective.
JL
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JMU/ S. Main
31Miller Circle

OPEN
LATE!

433-2300

Ask for your free
dipping sauce!

■ •

MINOS
PIZZA

Garlic Butter Ranch
Pizza Sauce Parmesan
Peppercorn

433-3111

1

1

*

Port Rd / EMU
22 Terri Drive

MM ONE TOPPING!

»

87

$

Choose from Hand Tossed, Deep Dish, or Thin Crust!

h

Not valid with any other offer. Ho coupon necessary.

SUB MEAL
1
1
1
1
11

ll

■

Order Your Favorite 12"
Super Sub, Chips & a Coke

5

99

B CHEEZZTICKS
16 CHEEZZTICKS
w/sauce!

Not valid with any other offer. No coupon necessary

B

4

99

Not valid wtth any other offer. No coupon necessary

.. . .
•

PIZZA PANIC1
MEDIUM TWO TOPPING
p|2ZA &

1

2 Frcc Cokes

6

QB Twistybrcad

99

Not valid wHh any other offer.No coupon necessary.

—•

